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(ABSTRACT)

There is a vast amount of research being done in the area of voice recognition. A large portion

of this research concentrates on developing algoxithms that will yield higher accuracy rates; such

as algorithms based on dynamic time warping, vector quantization, and other mathematical meth-

ods [l2][21][l5].

In this research, the evaluation of the feasibility of using linear prediction (LP) with time-

varying parameters as a base for a voice recognition algorithm will be investigated. First the de-

velopment of an anti-aliasing filter is discussed with some results from the filter hardware realization

included. Then a brief discussion of LP is presented and a method for tirne-varying LP is derived

from this discussion. A comparison between time·varying and segmentation LP is made and a

description of the developed algorithm that tests time·varying LP as a recognition technique is

given. The evaluation is conducted with the developed algorithm configured for speaker-dependent

and speaker-independent isolated-word recognition.
The conclusion drawn from this research is that this particular technique of voice recognition

is very feasible as a base for a voice recognition algorithm. With the incorporation of other tech-

niques, a complete algorithm can conceivably be developed that will yield very high accuracy rates.
I

Recommendations for algorithm improvements are given along with other techniques that might

be added to make a complete recognition algorithm.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

For a speaker~dependent isolated-word recognition system there tend to be fewer problems

because of non-varying characteristics in the speech pattern. The system is designed for one

speaker, thereby minimizing the diverse characteristics of speech. The feature parameters for a

particular speaker remain virtually constant for spoken words.

Developing a speaker-independent isolated-word speech recognizer poses several problems.

A11 speakers have their own peculiar speech characteristics. They enunciate at different rates, apply

more emphasis to different parts of an utterance, and may have different regional accents. Because

of these diverse characteristics of speech, many researchers have resorted to concentrating on a

speech recognition system that is dedicated to one speaker [9], using techniques of template

matching and formant tracking [25][26]. Now, researchers are concentrating on the areas of

speaker-independent systems [14].

To develop an algorithm for a speaker-independent system, some set of feature pararneters [

must be obtained to defme the similarities of an utterance spoken by different speakers. However, I

EINTRODUCTION l :[
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the feature parameters from one speaker may vary significantly from another. This fact leads to
more difiiculty in obtaining an algorithm that will recognize utterances from different speakers.

1.2 Purpose

The objective of this work is to evaluate the feasibility of using linear predictions with time-

varying parameters as a foundation for a recognition algorithm. This entails developing a word
recognizer algorithm using only time·varying LP, testing its accuracy for both speaker-dependent

and speaker-independent isolated-word recognition, and drawing a conclusion of feasibility from the

results.

1.3 Scope

The work presented here concentrates solely on a voice recognition algorithm based only on

the above technique. No extensive work is done in the area of classification. _The classifier used

is simple and straight forward, with no statistical teclmiques involved. There is no mention of

hardware, except in the design of the anti-aliasing filter. The scope of this work is limited to de-

veloping a voice recognition algorithm using only time-varying LP and evaluating the effectiveness
of this algorithm. Thereby, this accomplishes the objective of this work: evaluating the feasibility

of time·varying LP as a base for a complete voice recognition algorithm.
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2.0 DATA ACQUISITION

2.1 Introduction

Before any attempts are made to develop an efficient voice recognition algorithm, a large da-

° taset of undistorted voice signals must be generated for analysis. The dataset should include a suf-

ficient number of diverse voice signals from different subjects.

Data gathering is essential and should not be taken lightly. There should be available means

to generate initially a set of digitized voice signals and means to acquire more signals as needed for

further testing and evaluating. Therefore, a time-invaiiant, uniform-quantizer system should be

developed. That is, the system should be able to digitize a voice signal that will give the same result

no matter when the signal is applied and be able to quantize the signal with levels and ranges that

are distributed unifomily. Although the last cnterion can be relaxed; the first should exist to facil-

itate the development of a good speech recognition algorithm.

Other factors that must be kept in mind are noise and the sampling rate. A system should

eliminate noise beyond the frequency bandwidth of typical voice signals and the sampling rate

should be sufficiently high to minimize aliasing. However, the sampling rate should not be exces-

DATA ACQUISITION 3



l
sively high, because this will imply larger storage and greater computation requirements which may

lead to computational accuracy problems.
The system considered is composed of a Zenith 100 Computer supporting a 12-bit resolution

digitizer card, a headset with a microphone, a filter, and software that provides control over the p
operation of the system. The filter is included to attenuate unwanted noises and a microphone is

i

mounted on a headset to maintain constant distance between the microphone and the mouth of a

subject. The software controls the operation of the digitizer card, generates a graphic display of the

digitized voice signal, and manages the acquired data. The essential components are depicted in

Figure 1. .

. 0

cowumz lim

. _/

ff
E-

Figure l. Diagram of the speech acquisition system.
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2.2 Zenith-100 Desktop Computer

The Zenith-100 Computer is the essential part of the acquisition system. The computer sup-

ports two microprocessors: the 8085, used mainly for input/output and the 8088 used for all other

computer operations. The computer runs at a very high operating speed (}0Mhz) which is needed

to manage and process the high rate of data input. It also supports two 5-1/4" disk drives for data

storage [30][3}][32].

2.3 AIM-12 A-D Converter

The AIM-12 is a 12-bit resolution digitizer card developed by the Dual Systems Corporation

[I9]. The card is a high speed, multiplexed analog-to-digital acquisition module for IEEE standard

S·}00 bus systems. The card can be configured for 32 single ended or 16 fully differential analog

inputs with input voltage ranges of -10 to + 10V, 0 to + SV, or ·S to + SV that are jumper select-

able.

The typical A-D conversion time is about 25us per charme}, which presents a problem when

sarnpling at high frequency rate (20kHz). However, this problem is elirninated by altemating be-

tween two charmels that are connected to the same signal input. In other words, sampling only

one charme} at the needed rate is not possible because of the A-D convcrsion time, but with the

altemation of channels, the sampling can be done at uniform intervals.

The operation of the card can be programmed in BASIC or ASSEMBLY language. Since

speed is a concem here, ASSEMBLY language (8086/88) is chosen. Also, the card can be con-

trolled by a small number of program lines; consequently, this provides more memory space for

storing digitized samples of the signal.

DATA ACQUISITION 5



2.4 Control Program

The control program marnages the operation of the digitizer card, data storage, and signal

plotting. It also filters the digitized voice signal to detect the signal endpoint. The control program

is written in ASSEMBLY language. It contains a software trigger that activates the system to store

samples of the input voice signal. This trigger activates when the signal level surpasses a certain

threshold level. The trigger can be made more sensitive by simply lowering the tlnreshold level;

limited to a point where external noise causes the system to sample prematurely. Conditions are

included to elinninate spike values that might falsely start the system. That is, the program will al-
I

low a defnrned number of values to exceed the threshold level before activating the computer to store

samples of the input voice signal.
The program contains several control switches (keys from the keyboard) to facilitate operation

of the system. One switch activates the card to start sampling the signal. After this switch is de-

pressed, the software trigger comes into effect, and once a large signal is detected, the system will

start storing the samples to memory, storing 10,000 samples taken at a sampling frequency of 20

kHz. The lnigln sampling frequency allows the inclusion of lnigh frequency components of speech

(these components contribute to the recognition of a word).

The program then irnplements a frltering process, which is a modification of the moving sum

filter, to distinguish between the end of a signal and the noise that follows. The frltering process is

a moving sum of the absolute values of the difference between the current and most recent past

digitized poirnt of the signal. This technique is easy to program in 8086/88 ASSEMBLY language
C

[1 1].

After filtering to detect the signal erndpoint, the samples are stored and another switch becomes

active which gives the option to store the samples on a diskette or retum to the initial state to obtairn

another set of sample points. If the diskette option is chosen, then the samples are automatically

stored on the diskette wlnich is a convenient medium for transferring the data to a mainfrarne for

processing. “
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The control program also includes a plotting routine written in BASIC to plot the digitized

signal on the Zenith display monitor (see Appendix I). This routine is a modified version of a

plotting routine written by a former Virginia Tech student [2]. The graphic display provides a visual

representation of the digitized signal. By inspection of the display, unwanted speech samples can

be eliminated. For example, a sampled speech signal that saturates the system, or one that is not

loud enough to give a large dynamic range, can be erased and a new one can be generated. The

plotting routine essentially incorporates all the digitized points of the signal to generate a plot which

is representative of the speech signal.

The filtering process that was mentioned earlier monitors the signal for limited sums of abso-

lute value of differences that are below a certain predefined threshold level. The technique essen-

tially monitors the signal to determine if a portion of the signal is below a certain magr1itude level

and frequency. If a portion of the signal, the summation interval, is below a predefmed magnitude

level and frequency, then the filter will define the point that corresponds to the middle of the

summation interval as the signal endpoint. The filter output y(n) is simply a moving sum of the

absolute values of the differences of the signal, s(n). It is a function of frequency and magnitude.

y(n) = f(n, A, co)
. = § mn) — s(n-l)l (2*1)

where A and co are magnitude and frequency, respectively, and x is a even number representing the

length of the summation interval.

If the filter, for consecutive values of rz (large enough to allow silent portion of the voice signal

to pass), is below the threshold level, the end of the signal will be defined midway between rz — x

and rz. That is, if

y(n) < threshold level (2.2)

for all consecutive values of rz, including the final signal value, then the signal endpoint is defined

at n' - ici where r1' is the first point of consecutive values of n that satisfied the inequality (2.2).

This definition was determined experimentally.
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For illustration, let equation (2.1) be represented in continuous time

_ 1 ds(t)y(t) dt
I

(2.3)

and let the voice signal, s(t) be a sinusoidal wavefomn with time-varying magnitude and frequency.

s(t) = A(1) >< sin[65(1) >< 1] (2.4)

The derivative of the signal is

$1%)- = A(1)' >< SlI1[(.0(l) >< 1] + A(1) >< sin[6>(z) >< 1]'

= A(1)' >< sin[65(1) >< 1] + A(1) >< (65(1) >< 1)' >< cos[65(1) >< 1] (2.5)

= A(t)’ >< sin[co(t) >< t] + A(1) >< (co(t)’ >< 1+ co(t)) >< cos[o5(t) >< Z]

Multiplying through yields

EQ- = A(1)' >< sin[1¤(1) >< 1] + A(1) >< 6>(1)' >< 1 >< cos[6>(1) >< 1]d' (2.6)
+ A(1) >< @(1) >< cos[co(t) >< 1]

Assuming that the magnitude does not vary significantly over the summation interval of the filter,

then the first term can be considered negligible. Therefore, an approximation of the derivative can

be written as

dw) .>< 6>(1) >< 1 >< cos[<o(t) >< 1] + A(1) >< 1¤(1) >< COS[(0(l) >< 1] (2.7)

A further reduction can be made by noticing that the frequency only changes drastically during

transitions at the beginning, into and from silent portions, and at the end of the signal. During these

transitions co(1)' is significant and in all other cases it is negligible. However, during these transitions

the magnitude of the signal is small and the period of the transitions is of short duration. Therefore,
I

the moving sum of the filter is small, making the second term also ncgligible. This results in an I
approximation of y(t) given in (2.8). :

I

DATA ACQUISITION 8 :
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y(t)’äj°:_x IA(t) >< c¤(t) >< cos[co(z) >< z]l dt (2.8)

. The above illustration shows the dependence of y(t) upon magnitude, A(t) and frequency, co(t).

Using this method to defne the end of a signal maintains consistency in defining the signal

endpoint during data gathering. The filter is time invariant for all voice signal inputs. Therefore,

the filter, unaffected by the time the signal is digitized, performs the same nonlinear operation upon

all voice signal inputs.

Listings of the control and plotting programs are included in Appendix A and Appendix I,

respectively.

2.5 Anti-aliasing Filter

Before sampling, the speech signal should be filtered to attenuate undesirable frequency com-

ponents above the spectrum of the speech signal of interest. To accomplish this, an anti-aliasing

filter is included in the acquisition system. The speciiications for this filter are as follows:

1. a cutoff frequency of 10 kHz

2. a maximum permissible ripple of 0.1 dB in the passband

3. an attenuation at a normalized frequency of 1.1 radians to be about 30-40 dB

4. a minimum attenuation in the stopband of 40 dB

5. an overall gain of 40 dB

DATA ACQUISITION 9



A lowpass active filter was designed to meet these requirements using Chebyshev active filter design

equations.

Other filter characteristics were scrutinized before this choice was made. The Lowpass

Butterworth filter was a first choice because of the maximally flat passband. However, it did not

yield a steep attenuation slope beyond the passband at a reasonable f1lter order. Another choice

was the Lowpass Bessel filter which has acceptable passband and optimal delay characteristics.

This also did not yield steepness in the attenuation slope at a reasonable filter order. The Transi-

tional Lowpass Butterworth-Chebyshev filter and the Lowpass Legendre filter were examined, but

they also did not meet the attenuation requirements [l][3][10][20][22].

Although the Lowpass Chebyshev filter renders poor magnitude and delay characteristics, it

does provide exceptional attenuation characteristics at an acceptable filter order and meets all the

other requirements. Therefore, since the main requirement is a large rate of attenuation beyond the

passband, the Chebyshev filter design equations were used. Further, if the poor phase character-

istics of the filter become a significant problem of digitizing the voice signals, then an inverse fil-

tering process can be implemented in software to eliminate this problem.

The design approach for this filter was taken from the book by Moschytz and Horn [20]. This
e

particular reference provides design equations for active filters that render good designs for hardware

realization. In order to achieve the required specifications, the design had to be an eighth-order

Chebyshev filter. The transfer function for this filter is written as

ml(.: + 0.053.: + 0.980)(.: + 0.151.: + O.710)(„: + 0.226.: + O.327)(.: + 0.266.: + 0.057)

The cascade design approach is used to realize this function. The cascade design implementation

is the most widely used approach to design active filters with moderate performance demands. The

idea of the cascade design is to connect second-order filters in cascade to generate the desired fre-

quency response. This particular approach has the advantages of design simplicity, simple com-

ponent trimming and filter tuning.

DATA ACQUISITION 10
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The design procedure requires splitting the transfer function into four second-order sections

which are named biquad sections. Each of the biquad sections for this particular case is realized

by two operational arnplifiers for high Q generation and stability. The generalized transfer function

for lowpass biquad sections is as follows
2

52 602rp " (2.9)
CDP = pole frequency
qp = Q of the network

The theoretical magnitude plots of each biquad section are given in Figure 2 on page 12 and

Figure 3 on page 13. The theoretical and hardware realized magnitude characteristics for all four

sections combined are shown by the curves given in Figure 4 on page 14. Since good phase char-

acteristics here were not a requirement for this filter, no phase plots were generated for analysis.

As mentioned earlier , if poor phase characteristics presented any problems, an inverse frltering

process would be incorporated in software to alleviate this effect.

Each biquad section was developed by using the design equations below and circuit schematic given

in Figure 5 on page 15 [20].

R2K = l + —— (2.10)R6

2 R6
(0 R2RsR7C1C4

qp = 60pR7C4 (2.12)

Tuning: (1) fb with R7, (2) qp with R1

K - gain constant; R · resistor value; C · capacitor value

DATA ACQUISITION l 1
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Figure 5. Circuit schematic of the second-order biquad section.

The components used for each section were LF351 op arnps [17], 5% tolerance resistors, polyester

° capacitors, and resistance trimmers.

After each biquad section was implemented in hardware, it was tuned by functional tuning.

Functional tuning implies tuning the critical parameters of a network while it is in operation. The

procedure is conceptually simple and directly applicable; however, it does require accurate phase

and frequency measurements. The tuning procedure starts by noticing the expression for the phase

response.

_l comp
$(0.)) = " t8.I1qp,(cop — co )

If co equals top, then <p(co) equals 90°. Therefore, at frequency cop, the network should be adjusted

to give a phase angle cpp, — 90°. Likewise, for the phase angles cp, and cpp, —-45° and — 135°, the

argument of (2.13) is zb 1. Solving for oa yields
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60,,,l = -io-L(\/4qä + 1 - 1) (2.14)2qp

60,,, = Ä-o£—(\/4qä + 1 + 1) (2.15)

2Solvingfor q, using equations (2.14) and (2.15), q, of the lowpass network is written as

1 ‘“ T'- ·64 > - ‘°" 62 16>P °“'P“” 60,,2 60,,1 -

Therefore, q, of the network can be adjusted by calculating the values 60,,, and 60,,2 from equations

(2.14) and (2.15) and adjusting the phase response of the network to 6p, and 6p7, respectively.

Consequently, the circuit tuning can be summarized by the following steps:

1. adjust the phase of the network to 6p,, at a frequency of 60,, by trirnming resistor R7;

2. calculate 60,,, and 60,,2 from equations (2.14) and (2.15) and adjust the phase of the network to

6p, and 6p7 at frequencies 60,,, and 60,,2, respectively, to achieve the proper q,. Actually, only

6p, or 6p, needs to be adjusted at the respective frequency by trirnrning resistor R,.

The functional tuning is accomplished by setting an input sinusoidal signal generator to the

required frequencies 60,, and 60,,1 or 60,,2. Using Lissajous patterns, determined by connecting the

input of the system to the vertical amplifier and the output to the horizontal amplifier of an

oscilloscope, the phase measurement of the network can be determined.

Another important factor to keep in mind, is the order of the cascaded second-order sections. I

The order makes a difference in the operation of the filter. In this particular case, minimizing

theintemalnoise generation and achieving the maximum dynamic range were important. This min- I

imization was accomplished by placing sections with higher Q’s and lower gains near the input. '
I
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2.6 Microphone

The microphone used in this application is a Realistic electret condenser microphone, a

product of the Tandy Corporation. The microphone has an omni·directional pattem with a fre-

quency response of 0.05-15 KHz. The microphone is the product of current technology: back

electret principle. This principle consists of combining the electrostatic electret material with the

back electrode which allows the moving diaphragm to be made ultra·thin. This means the

diaphragm can vibrate more easily and, consequently, the frequency response and dynamic range

are extended relative to the ordinary electret microphone. A schematic diagram and a frequency

response curve of the microphone are given in Figure 6 (Tandy Corporation).
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Figure 6. Microphone schematic diagram and frequency response.
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The electret microphone is mounted onto a headset to provide constant distance between the

microphone and the mouth of a subject. The headset/rnicrophone combination also eliminates any

excessive noise contributed by other factors, such as the vibration caused by a subject holding a

hand·held microphone.

2.7 Vocabulary and Speakers

The vocabulary consists of the ten digits 0-9. These digits incorporate most of the funda-
e

mental articulate sounds; such as, plosive, fricative, voiced, and unvoiced. The digits were selected

to develop a database pattern after Corpus TI, a multi-dialect isolated and cormected digits database

developed by Texas Instruments [l2][15].
To achieve the multi·dialect characteristics of Corpus TI database, speakers of various

nationalities were selected to generate the research database. The nationalities included Black and

White Americans, English speaking Malaysian, Chinese, Brazilian, Iranian, French, Indian, and

Jamaican. The database, 50% male and 50% female speakers, was generated in the same envi-

ronment. This environment was a small room which epitomized a computer room or an office

environment. The idea here was to maintain and control the environment where signal sarnpling

was performed.
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3.0 LINEAR PREDICTION WITH

TIME-VARYING PARAMETERS

3.1 Introduction

. The following discussion is on linear prediction and the derivation of linear prediction with

time-varying parameters. In this work, the latter method is tested as a basis for a speech recognizer.

To model speech accurately, the model must be able to consider the continually varying nature

of the vocal tract during speech generation. The predominant approach used is to divide the signal

into segments and assume that the vocal tract is fixed in shape, that is, the signal is stationary. In

reality this is not true. Therefore, to attempt to model the signal more accurately, a time-varying

linear system is considered. This system will potentially model the behavior of the vocal tract much

better since the parameters of the model change continuously with time, rather than exhibiting

discontinuity between intervals. Essentially, this formulation is used to accommodate the

nonstationarity in the speech signal by allowing the filter generated by linear prediction to be time

varying. However, two assumptions must be made. The first assumption is that the speech signal

is not too far from stationary, except at transitions between different speech sounds (voiced, un-
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voiced, plosive, etc.), so that the evolution of the tirne-varying parameters can be tracked by the

adaptive least squares algorithm. The second assumption is that the time-varying parameters may

be approximated adequately by a small number of known functions [7].

3.2 Linear Prediction of Speech

3.2.1 History and Background

Vast information on the techniques and methods of linear prediction can be found in the en-

gineering literature. Linear prediction dates from Gauss in 1795 and the specific term was first used

by Wiener in his 1949 book, The Linear Predictor For A Single Time Series. The pioneers that

innovated the application of linear prediction techniques to speech analysis and synthesis were Saito

and Itakura in 1966 and Atal and Schroeder in 1967 [18].

Linear prediction is a powerful speech analysis technique. It has become the predominant

technique for estimating the basic speech parameters, eg. pitch, formants, spectra, and vocal tract

area functions. Also, it is an effective means of transrnitting and storing speech. The attractive

features of this method are its ability to accurately estimate the parameters of speech, and to com-

pute these parameters in an efficient manner.

The foundation of linear predictive analysis is that a speech sarnplc can be approximated by

a linear combination of past weighted speech samples. The set of factors weighting these past

samples can be uniquely determined by minimizing the sum of the squared differences, over a de-

fmed fmite interval, between the actual speech samples and the linearly predicted ones.

Linear prediction of speech refers to many essentially equivalent formulations of predicting

speech. The differences among the formulations depend on the particular analysis method, analysis

conditions and computational techniques. These differences can render different results for the set I
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of predictor coefticients (weight factors). In this study the two most widely used methods of for-

mulation, autocorrelation and covariance, will be discussed.

3.2.2 Method

The formulation of the linear prediction model with constant parameters using the covariance

method is taken from the model derivation by Markel and Gray [18]. The prediction error equation

of the model with constant coefficients is written as

Pdn) = 2 ¤1S(¤ — 0
l=0

P (3.1)
=¤(~)+l§1<6¤(¤—0 :¤o=1

where {a,}}’., are the predictor coefficients, P is the total number of predictor coefiicients, and

{s(rz — O}{L1 are delayed versions of the sampled speech signal s(n).

Letting -

A P
s(n) = — Z ais(n — 1) (3.2)

l=l

then

e(n) = $(71) — f(n) (3.3)

The z·transform of equation (3.2) is

S(z) = F(z)S(z) (3.4)

l
where F(z) is the linear predictor filter defined as iLINEAR PREDICTION WITH TIME-VARYING PARAMETERS 21
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P -1F(z) = - Z aiz (3.5)1=1

Therefore, the z·trar1sform of equation (3.3) is

E = — F S(2) $(2) (2) (2) (36)= $(2)l1 — F(2)l

Letting

A(z) = 1 — F(z)
P

= 1 + E aiz°-I (3*7)
1=1

the z·transform of equation (3.3) can be expressed as

E(z) = S(z)A(z) (3.8)

where A(z) defines the inverse filter.

P! ’ 1‘
Öizf · °”1-/i—-Qiiif >

P\LII

{1 _! \ Al (U V :1 x:12) ’(z1 mz)
B

Figure 7. Linear prediction model. A) in terms of the predictor F(z). B) in terms of the inverse filter
A(z).
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The formulation in terms of a linear predictor filter was presented by Atal [1970] and in terms of

an inverse filter by Markel [1971].
By applying the least squares criterion to equation (3.3), the parameters of the inverse filter

A(z) can be determined straight from the speech waveform. In retrospect, the optimization criterion

has been the minimization, with respect to the parameters, of the sum of squared errors e(n)* over

a specified interval. Therefore, the total squared error vz is written as

W1v2 = E ¢2(~) (3-9)
Ü = Wo

where w„ and w, define the lower and upper limits of the interval of interest where error minimiza-

tion occurs.

After squaring equation (3.1) and substituting it into equation (3.9), the total squared error Y2

can be written as

W1 Pvz = E [IE0¤P—<(¤ ·
l'P P

E E 2 E a;-¢(n — ¤’)s(n —1)¢y]
n = Wo l= 0j= O

Letting

W1
cü = E s(n — 1).s(n —j) (3.11)

fl = Wo

then equation (3.10) can be equivalently expressed as

2 P P .
v = Z Z aicüaj (3.12)

i=0j=0

For the covariance method, the interval is defined by setting wo = P and w, = N — 1 so

minimization occurs only over the interval [P,N-1]. Therefore, all N speech samples are needed to

calculate the elements cu in the covariance matrix.
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The autocorrelation method is different in that it defines another signal, s’(n) from the actual

signal s(n), that is

0 rz < 0
.s’(n)={ s(n) 0Srz<N

O rz 2 N

Therefore, the minimization occurs over an infinite interval of s’(n). Since s’(n) = 0 for n < 0 and

rz 2 N , equivalent results are obtained by rminimizing only over the interval, [0,N + P·l]. For the

autocorrelation method, the cu are expressed as

0c = s n s nU ,,:0 (3.13)
= rtf), I = /1 ‘ ]/

Similarly, equation (3.10) can be equivalently expressed as

2 P P . .Y = 2 E ¤,r(!>¤) /= /1 -1/ (3-14)
I=0j=0

for the autocorrelation method.
Generally, the choice between these two methods is determimed by the application. The

covariance method generates a more accurate model of speech, but it is not necessarily stable. It

also requires more computation time. The autocorrelation method produces a stable model and

it requires less computatiom time. As the analysis segment becomes large, the difference in accuracy

between the two methods diminishes.

3.2.3 Solution

The total squared error YZ is minimized by setting the partial derivatives of YZ with respect to

the pararmeters ak, k = l,2,...,P to
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and then, since Go = 1, solving for c„,

P
Z aicik = — cok k= 1,2,....,P (3.16)
i=l

a set of P linear equations are defined for the covariance method. A similar expression is obtained

for the autocorrelation method

P .l;1a]r(I) = - r(k), I= /1 — k/ (3.17)

Therefore, by solving either of these sets of linear equations, the parameters a, , i = 1,2,...,P can

be uniquely obtained. Or, if equations (3.16) and (3.17) are expressed in matrix representation

02 = — 2 (3.18)

where C is respectively the covariance or autocorrelation matrix, E is the parameter vector, and E

is the vector containing the known elements respectively 0,,,, or 1(k) . Since C is a symmetric matrix,

0,, = 1;,, the solution of the systems can be determined by matrix algebra or recursion algorithms.

The covariance method can be detexrnined efficiently by Cholesky decomposition [8][23]. In the

autocorrelation method, the C matrix is symmetric and in Toeplitz form (for any diagonal, the el-

ements are the same) [6][33]. It car1 be solved even more efficiently by the Levinson-Durbin

recursion [24].
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3.3 Derivation of a Time- Varying Predictor E

.. [
[[

Using the derivation of modelling nonstationary signals by Yves Grenier [7], a linear prediction '
model with time-varying parameters of speech was derived using the covariance method. The first [

assumption that needs to be made is that speech is not too far from being stationary.Therefore,the

variation of the parameters with respect to time can be considered rather smooth and gradual. I
Another assumption is that these parameters can be approximated by a weighted combination of

known orthogonal functions. That is, defming the parameters a,(n), i = 1,2,...,P as

ai(n — i) = jglbwhz — i) (3.19)

where B is the number of orthogonal functions in the basis, bü are weight factors of the functions

andß are orthogonal functions. The definition of the time origin is purely arbitrary since any time

origin can be chosen without restraining the generality of the parameterization. Therefore, for

convenience, the definition of the time origin was chosen as (rz — 1).

The orthogonal functions used in this study were Legendre polynomials. Thesepolynomialsare

orthogonal over the interval [-1,1]. They are shown below and are plotted in Figure 8 onpage27

from [-1,1]. 'I
6 = 1 [
/2 = x [16 = gw? — 11 :
;;, = gw? - 3x) 3

Substituting equation (3.19) for the constant coefficients a, in equation (3.1), the error for the Z
time varying case, €„(71) is ‘
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~ Figure 8. Orthogonal functions.

P¢„(¤) = E ¤.(¤ — 1)-<(¤ — 0i=0
_ P BP

B= s(¤) + IZE=
i j= l

where bo} = 1,/} = 1, and bo, = 0, j= 2,3,...,B.

Similarly, letting

A P B-‘„(¤) = ·· 0 (3-21)
17 JI

then, e„(rz) can be expressed as equation (3.3)
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eI,,(rz) = s(r1) — sI„(r1) (3.22)

The z·transform of equation (3.21) is

SI„(z) = F„(z,rz)S(z) (3.23)

where the linear predictor filter, F„(z,n) is now a function of time

P is _ IFI,,(z,n) = —
I;lj;lb%(n

— Oz (3.24)

The z·transform for e„ is now dependent on time and is expressed as

E„(z,n) = S(z) — FI,(z,rz)S(z) (3.25)= S(z>l1 — F„<z.~>l

Letting

AI„(z,n) = l — FI,,(z,n)
P B _ _2(3 6)

i= 1 j= 1

the z·transform of the error, e,„(n) can now be expressed as

E„(z,n) = A„(z,n)S(z) (3.27)

where A„(z,n) defines a time-varying inverse filter.

Similarly, by applying the least squares criterion to equation (3.22), the weight factors of the

orthogonal functions which define the parameters of the inverse filter, A,„(z,n) can be detennined.

The total squared error 7}, is written as I

2 w‘ 2 Iv„ = E ¢„(¤) (3-28)
H = Wo

I
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where Wo and w, define the lower and upper limits of the interval of the entire speech utterance

where error minimization occurs. After squaring equation (3.20) and substituting it into equation

(3.28), the total squared error yf, can be written as

W1 P BvÄ= E [2 Zb%(¤—0s(¤—0]2
n=w„ I=0j=1 329W1 P B P B ( ' )

= Z [2 Z E E b„„f,„(¤ — D60! · M6 — MM — 0bü]
n=wo l=Oj=l I=O m=l

Letting

¢~um>.w> = ¢~u>< 6+ mw >< 6+1)
W1 (3.30)= E f„„(¤ — 06(¤ · 06(¤ ·· 0ß(¤ — 0

H = Wo

the elements of the covariance matrix are defined with the notation c„(,,. „+,„)_(,„ Bi), defining the lo-

cation of the elements in the matrix. This matrix contains the covariance coefficients of the speech

signal weighted by the different orthogonal functions of the basis.

The total squared error Y}, can be equivalently expressed as

Y = ¢ · ·° { { { { 6 6W i=0j=1l=0m=1 lm (lm)°(m Ü
(3.31)

bxy = b(x>< B+y>

where bv,. ai,) expresses the location of the elements in the I; vector for convenient vector notation.

The covariance method was used in the derivation of the linear prediction with time-varying

parameters forrnulation. Using the covariance or autocorrelation method in this derivation gives

similar results due to the length of the analysis segment being the entire speech segment. The

autocorrelation method would be a better choice if the orthogonal functions did not ruin the

Toeplitz form of the autocorrelation matrix which eliminates the possibility of using the very effi-

cient Levinson-Durbin recursion algorithm. There is a possibility of instability in the system de-

termined by the covariance method, but it is not a factor because of the time varying nature of the
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system. That is, the covariance method rarely generates an unstable system in the constant pa-

rameter formulation; therefore, if a set of parameter values at any time instant generates an unstable

system, the set will only last for a short duration. In other words, if instability exists, it is only for

a short time duration. Essentially, there is no major advantage that favors using one method over

the other for this derivation. Therefore, for convenience in expression, the covariance method was

used [18].

3.4 Compatation of the Weight Factors of the Basis _

The total squared error y§„ over the interval of the speech segment is minimized by setting the

partial derivatives of 7%, with respect to bg, i = 1,2,...,P; j = 1,2,...B to zero.

öyfv P 6——-=0=2Z Zbc - (3.32)öbü I: O m :I Im rvt/mtv)

since 61,, = 1 and {b,,„,},§,-, are defined as bo, = l and /2,,,,, = 0, m = 2,..., B, equation (3.32) yields

c *2 1 C „if ii b ii bI:I m:I lm rv(!m)„w) m:I Om ~(0»=).w) (333)
= ‘ c¤'(O1)„(U)

where i = 1,2,...,P; j = 1,2,...B. Therefore, from equation (3.33), a new extended set of P*B un-

- known constant weight coefficients {bw,} of the orthogonal functions can be obtained.
Similarly, this set of simultaneous equations can be represented in matrix notation

c,,E° = 2,,, (3.34)

where C,„ is the extended covariance matrix, B is the vector containing the weight coefficients of the
orthogonal functions, and EI, is the vector containing the known elements — c„(o,)_(„„I.LINEAR PREDICTION WITH TIME-VARYING PARAMETERS 30|
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A large percentage of computation time is spend in evaluating the elements of the covariance

matrix

W1
¤„([1-1].. 1g+,„),([;-1]..1;+,; = E f„.(¤ ·· /)—<(¤ — !)@(¤ — ¢)ß(¤ ·· 1) (3-35)

N = Wo

where ([1- 1] >< B + m),([i — 1] >< B + j) define the row and the column, respectively, of the

matrix and Wo and w, define the lower and upper limits of the interval of the speech utterance where

error minimization occurs. However, the computation time is reduced to about half by noticing

that the covariance matrix is symmetric. Therefore, only half of the coefficients need to be calcu-

lated. In addition, the computation can be made more efficient by the following relationship

c¤'(1!*11>< 8+m)-(11* 11* 8+1) = cW(U·21>< ß+m).(1¢—21>< 8+1)
·f„„(w1 · ?)s(w1 ·!)¤(w1 — www ·=) (3.36)
+fm(w0 + P -I)s(w0 + P —I).r(w0 + P - + P -0

where P and B are the number of parameters in the system and the number of orthogonal functions

in the basis, respectively [18].
The percentage of computation time saved (CTS) , in comparison to evaluating the full matrix, is

l
approximately

(CTS)% 2-’ 100 >< (1 — 7%) (3.37)

where P is the original number of predictor coefficients. The above equation was determined by

defining and noticing the reduction of arithrnetic operations with a decrease of parameter order.

Once the elements of the covariance matrix and the — c„(,„)_(„„) values for the E„ vector in the

matrix equation C,,B = E,„ are obtained, the system can be solved by any linear sirnultaneous

equation solver. There are several subroutines available in the IMSL and the LINPACK math-

ematical subroutine libraries. The subroutine LEOTIF from the IMSL subroutine library was used

in this study. The subroutine LEQTZF from the IMSL and, DGESL and DSPSL from the

LINPACK mathematical subroutine libraries are applicable.
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Using one of these routines, a unique set of weight factors can be determined. These factors

are used to weight the orthogonal functions in the bases defining the time-varying parameters.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST

The test recognition algorithrn is composed of several routines: a parameter vector generator,

a generalized parameter vector generator, a basis function generator, and an error signal generator.

The iirst three are used to calculate the system (recognition algorithm) parameter vectors. The

fourth routine uses these system parameter vectors to reconstruct signals used in recognizing the

speech signal input.

4.1 Parameter Vector Generator

The parameter vector generator is a software realization of linear prediction with tirne·varying

parameters derived in chapter 3. The routine simply constructs the extended covariance matrix (see

eqn. 3.30) and the known vector, c,„ from the speech signal input. It then solves the simultaneous

equations of the system (see eqn. 3.34) by calling the IMSL Routine, LEQTIF, which is a linear

sirnultaneous equation solver. The result of the solver is the unknown vector I; , which is the pa-
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rameter vector for the input signal. The result is then stored on disk in proper format to be used

as input by the generalized parameter vector generator.

The order of the parameter vector in the program can be adjusted to a maximum order of 10,

however the program can be modified to accept higher orders. The input to the program is a speech

signal that is digitized by the data acquisition system. The program converts the digitized values

of the input signal to a corresponding voltage value. It also generates the covariance matrix using

equation (3.36) which minimizes computation time.

4.2 Generalized Parameter Vector Generator

The generalized parameter vector generator takes the parameter vectors generated by the pa-

rameter vector generator and performs an averaging process on the vectors for the speaker-

dependent case. It takes all the vectors of the same digit generated by a subject and averages them

to form an average parameter vector. For the speaker-independent case, it performs a different

operation (see section 4.5) to determine a generalized parameter vector. A definition of the gener-

alized parameter vector and how it is determined can be found in section 4.5. The resulting vectors

are stored on disk in proper format serving as input to the recognizer routine.

Below in Table 1 on page 35 is shown the average parameter vector of order 10 and basis

order of 4. Essentially, it is a vector containing weight values of the orthcgonal basis functions for

the digit nine. The vector is separated into groups of weights needed to represent each parameter.
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Table l. Generalized parameter vector for the digit nine.

Al A2 A3

-0. l47663730012D + 01 0.42405930097lD + 00 0.240378842092D + 00
0.2542910 14408D + 00 -0.29183580201 1D + 00 0.225043398084D-01
0.306472014284D + 00 -0.344149720631D + 00 ·0.377488454225D-01
0. lO6694103515D + 00 -0.123288751472D + 00 -0.536960709265D-01

A4 A5 A6

-0.1099l3386880D + 00 -0.222194371779D + 00 0.280879546582D + 00
0.149425690467D-01 -0.37171 5087630D-01 -0.9271 12534524D-01
0.526055607916D-01 0.200836639215D-01 -0.632638494397D-01
0.961561858382D-01 0.508341270839D-01 -0.891069955607D-01

A7 A8 A9

-0.107059303922D + 00 0.575353490448D-01 -0.164893807545D + 00
0.469878390517D-01 -0.147564666469D-01 0.622992458249D-01

-0.616130323218D-01 0.602606100442D-01 0.247270423181D-01
0.129988761234D + 00 -0.10822324l207D + 00 0.873537858653D-01

A10
0.138160450603D + 00
0.2245l2145818D-01
0.24092l397569D-01

-0.593475277592D-01

4.3 Orthogonal Function Generator

The orthogonal function generator is a subprogram that, for given dependent variable values,

computes the values of the orthogonal functions. The generator not only determines the values of

these functions, but normalizes the speech signal input to be between (-1,1). It can determine val-

ues for orthogonal functions of order 6, but can be modified to accept higher orders. ln this work,

Legendre polynomials are used as orthogonal functions for the basis. They allow fast, but regular

evolutions of the parameters, a,(n). That is, if first derivatives of the parameters are arbitrarily great,
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higher order derivatives necessarily vanish. Legendre polynomials provide smooth but possibly
rapid evolution of the parameters [7].

4.4 Error Signal Generator

The error signal generator routine reads a digitized voice signal, converts the digitized data to

voltage, and calculates the power of the signal. It then reads the generalized parameter vectors and

stores them. With these vectors, it predicts voice signals by linear prediction. The error signal

generator then subtracts the predicted signals from the original signal to obtain error signals. It then

computes the total sum of absolute values of the error signals, the total sum of the squared error

signals, or a combination of both (see section 4.6). The generator normalizes these values by di-

viding the above sums by the total power of the original signal. This operation is performed for

all ten parameter vectors corresponding to the ten digits for the input signal. The signal generator

then selects the minimum norrnalized error and the corresponding parameter vector is considered

most likely to have generated the input signal. The corresponding parameter vector represents the

digit that was spoken or the digit that is represented by the input signal. Figure 9 on page 37 shows

a typical sequence of inputs and outputs for the error signal generator.
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1

THE VOICE SIGNAL IS THE UORO
ONE. l

-RELATIVE Ass¤LuTE·vALu ERROR IS 0.10831821O
THE NEXT CLOSEST ERROR IS 0.131077707
UHICH CORRESPONOS TO TE UORO FOUR
TE VOICE-SIGNAL FILE ENTEREO ••> ONE2

THE VOICE SIGNAL IS THE UORD ZERO
A

·
RELATIVE AB$OLUTE—VALUE ERROR IS 0.99922l802E—01

THE NEXT CLOSEST ERROR IS 0.13106364O
UHICH CORRESPNDS TO THE UORD ONE
THE VOICE-SIGNAL FILE ENTEREO ••> ZERO3

l

THE VOICE SIGNAL IS THE UORO EIGHT
l .

RELATIVE ABSOLUTE-VALUE ERROR IS 0.3103€7227

THE NEXT CLOSEST ERROR IS 0.38339930S
UHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE UORO NINE
THE VOICE-SINAL FILE ENTEREO ••> EIGHTA

Figure 9. Input/Output of the error signal generator routine.

The program allows a maximum parameter vector order of 10 and a maximum basis order of

6. However, the program can be modified to handle higher orders. It also can be modified for

larger vocabulary sizes. To avoid any large error at any given point in time, a software clamp is

included. This clamp is simply implemented with FORTRAN IF statements which can be changed

to adjust the clamp limits.

A11 the above programs are listed with comments in the appendices.
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4.5 Gerzeralized Parameter Vector

The generalized parameter vector in this research will be defined as a vector that best encom-

passes the characteristics for a particular word, when generated from voice samples of a single

speaker or a diverse set of speakers. Essentially, it is an optimum reference pattem that will generate

the highest accuracy rate for a speaker·dependent or a speaker-independent recognition algorithm

based on linear prediction.
There are many ways of estirnating this vector. One way is to simply average a set of training

parameter vectors that are derived from speech signals obtained from a speaker or speakers for a

particular word. This particular method is good if a large set of parameter vectors is used in the

calculation. However, if the number of vectors in the set is small, the generalized parameter vector

may not accurately represent the true generalized parameter vector. For instance, if some values

in a small set are scattered or in error, there will be a misrepresentation or an inaccurate estimate

of the generalized parameter vector. Therefore, if the training set is small, another method should

be used. The method used in this work calculates a vector of cluster means or centers of the
training set. That is, the method estimates the generalized parameter vector from a limited number

of training vectors. An algorithm that uses a technique to calculate cluster centers can be found in

the paper written by Jay Wilpon and Lawrence R. Rabiner [28].

The method used in this work incorporates a probability weight function to weigh the dis-

tances between each row element of the training vectors and the corresponding row element of the

cluster center vector. The sum of these values is then divided by the number of training vectors

being considered. The resultant is then added to the cluster center vector. The process is repeated

until the expression (4.1) converges to the cluster centers or until an iteration count is exceeded.

If we assume the orthogonal functions weight factors, aü , for all training vectors to follow a

Gaussian density function in a one dimensional space, then the technique tits a Gaussian cuwe to

the weight factors distribution in that one dimensional space. Elements of the predominant cluster

that are near the cluster center contribute more in defming the center because they are weighedmore‘DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 38
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heavily. The elements that are scattered away from the cluster center are weighed less and con-
tribute little. The technique, using a Gaussian density function with a predefrned variance, simply

l
estimates the predominant cluster mean of the weight factor distribution. The technique can be

envisioned to move the density function curve with a given variance over the values until it best

matches the occurrence of these weight factors (see Figure 10 on page 40).

The technique can be defined by the following expression:

Mcmeanl = Z HQ >< Q + cmearq-1
J=1

_ . . . (4-1)I/IQ —- probabihty function (Q)
Q = xi — cmearq-1
M = # of training vectors

As can be seen, the calculation is an iterative process; however, empirically it has been found that

this expression quickly converges to the cluster mean, cmean.

The probability density functions HQ can be any typical density function that can be assumed

to reasonably describe the spread of the coefiicients. See below for a list of probability density
‘ functions (fi, ß, and fg are normal, exponentialf and discrete uniform distributions, respectively).

1 _ (·x_l»'·) 241*) = ‘* vi?
2 ' (4.2)

where 6 = variance
1.1 = mean

1 ;£

= 0 , x S 0
(4.3)

where B = mean
B2 = variance ,B 2 0.

1f(x;k)=—, x=xx___x3 k 1, 2, , k (44)
where k = # of x values.
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Figure 10. An illustration of the cluster center technique operation.

4.6 System Order Selection

To properly represent or model a signal with linear prediction, the order (p) of the model

should be increased by one for every 1 kHz of sampling frequency plus 2-5 degrees higher [l8][23].

fi= ———— + 4.5P 1000 Y ( )

The value ß equals the sampling frequency and Y is an empirically determined fudge factor which

compensates for such things as the rolloff in the glottal excitation function [23]. However, in this I

research this would be impractical because the sampling rate is 20 kHz and the parameters are
,

time-varying. That is, since the basis of the parameters is of order 4, the system of equations would l
be of order 100; as opposed to an order of 25 for the constant parameter case. Therefore, it must

I
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be proven that the assumption of a lower order linear prediction model with time-varying parame-

ters will represent a signal just as well as in the constant parameter case. The initial assumption

made here was that a 10th order linear prediction model with time-varying parameters can model

a signal just as accurately as 25th order linear prediction model with constant parameters. Deter-

mining the validity of this assumption was accomplished empirically. Several programs were writ-

ten to compare the two methods of modelir1g speech signals. The criterion used for comparison

was the total error generated from predicting input signals.

For the constant parameter case, the speech signal was modeled in segments using the

covariance method. Calculation of the constant parameters was done using the program,

LPCOVAR, which contains the Markel and Gray subroutine COVAR [18], and the generation of

the predicted signal and the calculation of the prediction error was accomplished using the program

GSLPC (see Appendix F and Appendix G). The latter program determined the error of each pre-

dicted segment of speech and than summed these errors to yield a total error. The analysis segment

length was chosen so that the assumption of stationarity is still valid. This length was chosen to

be 20ms or 400 data points of the input speech signal. A typical value for an assumption of

stationarity for a person with a vocal tract of 17cm [18]. The lengths of the voice signals used in

this comparison range from 200ms to 400ms with a typical length around 300ms. A signal with a

length of 300ms was modeled in 15 segments.

For the time-varying case, the parameter vector and error signal generating programs were

modified (see Chapter 4 for description of these programs). The modification consists of changing

the programs to recognize the same signal lengths (200ms to 400ms) as the constant parameter

programs do and to model each signal in one segment.

By modeling different speech signals using both cases, the time-varying and constant parameter

methods, the results show empirically that a lower order time-varying system can model a signal just

as well as a higher order constant parameter system. The results are placed in Table 2 on page 43

with the ten digits listed on the left-hand side. The three main columns represent the different

methods of evaluating the performance of the two cases. The three columns define performance
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indices: absolute (Il), power (I2), absolute and power (I3). The definition of these indices is as

follows:

Il = ß' Ie(r1)I dt (4.6)
Y

I2 = e(n)2 dt (4.7)
Y

I3 = -%- jl? Ige(r1)2 + (1 — I8)Ie(n)I dt.
~ Y‘ 1, :1 ir Ie(n)I >1 (*8)

= 0 if Ie(n)I S l

where 7*, e(n), and t, are the total signal power, error signa.l and the endpoint of the signal, respec-

tively. The sub-columns, labelled as time-varying (TV), constant (C), and difference (DIPF); the

difference between the time-varying and the constant method (TV-C). The results are given in

percent error of total signal power.

Although the higher order constant method did a better job of modeling the ten voice signals,

the error of the time-varying method for each signal was close to the error of the constant method.

The performance indices were tested for a method of defining the error in the recognition algorithm.

Out of three indices, the absolute and power index was discovered to be the best way of defining

the error in the recognition algorithm. It improved the recognition rate by about 2 percent over

using the other two indices.

The time-varying method used 10 parameters. Since each parameter was defined by a linear

combination of 4 weighted orthogonal functions, 40 unknown weight cocfficients had to be deter-

mined. This required a linear system of 40 equations to be solved. What then is the advantage of

using a time-varying parameter model? Why not use a constant parameter model, such as that of

order 25? Since speech signals are non·stationary, the constant parameter case is only valid with

the assumption that a small segment of speech is stationary. This results in modeling voice signals

in segments with each segment model having an order 25. Therefore, since the number of I
IDESCRIPTION OF THE TEST RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 42 F
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Table 2. Comparison between TV and constant parameter linear prediction.

PREDICTION ERROR CRITERIA

ABSOLUTE(I1) POWER(I2) ABSOLUTE & POWER(I3)

TV C DIFF TV C DIFF TV C DIFF

ZERO 3.6 2.9 0.7 2.0 1.4 0.6 1.6 1.1 0.5
ONE 2.3 2.1 0.2 1.2 1.1 0.1 0.9 0.8 0.1
TWO 3.9 3.2 0.7 3.7 2.7 1.0 2.5 1.9 0.6
THREE 3.3 2.7 0.6 1.5 1.2 0.3 1.1 0.8 0.3
FOUR 1.5 1.4 0.1 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.0
FIVE 4.1 3.5 0.6 2.6 2.3 0.3 _1.5 1.3 0.2
SIX 15.7 9.6 0.1 16.7 7.7 9.0 11.1 5.5 5.6
SEVEN 13.0 9.8 3.2 5.0 3.3 1.7 4.5 2.9 1.6
EIGHT 17.2 14.4 2.8 6.5 5.0 1.5 6.2 4.8 1.4
NINE 8.2 7.0 1.2 3.7 3.0 0.7 3.0 2.5 0.5

(error given in percent of total signal power)

arithematic operations required to calculate the unknown coefiicients is proportional to P2 and the

number of storage locations needed is proportional to P2 (P is the number of parameters) [24], then

the total number of operations for a 300ms voice signal would be proportional to P2 >< NS, where

NS is the number of segments required to model the signal. For P equal 25 and NS equal 15, this

number is 234,375. The number of storage locations would be proportional to P2 >< NS, for the

above example 9,375. For the time-va.rying method, the number of operations would be propor-

tional to P2. Since P equal to 40, this amounts to 64,000 operations. The number of storage lo-

cations would be proportional to P2 and therefore 1,600. Note that the method is applied to one

segment, which is the entire signal. The advantages of using time-varying over constant parameter

linear prediction are clearly in less computational time and storage. However, there was a small loss

in accuracy in modeling the signals using time-varying LP.
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5.0 RESULTS

5.1 Test Algorithm Evaluation

The test recognition algorithm is capable of recognizing words from a unique speaker

(speaker·dependent) or multiple speakers (speaker·independent). The essential difference lies in the

derivation of the generalized parameter vectors.

The evaluation of the performance of the test algorithm was accomplished by using two sets

of 100 voice samples as input. The sets contained samples consisting of the ten digits; ten samples

of each digit. In both cases (speaker·dependent and speakevindependent), the first set of voice

samples, the training set, was used to generate the generalized parameter vectors. Using the training

set as input gives the maximum achievable accuracy rate for both cases. That is, using the set as

input should theoretically achieve the best accuracy rate because the parameters generated by the

set using the rninimization criterion [18] will cause the prediction error of the voice signals to be a

minimum (defined by minimization criterion). If not, then these parameters could not have been

the true parameters that satisfied the minimization criterion.
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5.2 Accuracy for the Speaker-Dependent Case

The evaluation of the accuracy rate for the speaker-dependent case was accomplished by taking

voice samples of the ten digits from one subject: ten samples of each digit. These samples were

defined as the training set. From this training set, parameter vectors for each digit were calculated

and averaged to obtain the generalized parameter vectors: one for each digit. Using these general-

ized parameter vectors and the training set as input to the recognition program, the following re-

cognition rate was obtained:

Table 3. Accuracy for the training set.

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED
zero 10 10 0
one 10 10 0
two 10 10 0
three 10 10 0
four 10 10 0
five 10 10 0
six 10 10 0
seven 10 10 0
eight 10 10 0
nine 10 10 0

100 100 0

One hundred percent accuracy rate was obtained for the training set. This high accuracy rate

can be explained by the fact that the characteristics of an unique speaker do not change significantly

from one utterance to the next of the same word. Therefore, the calculated generalized parameter

vectors will be very close to all the corresponding training set parameter vectors (the variance of the

training set parameter vectors is small).

Using the same generalized average parameter vectors, but a different set of speech samples, a I
test set, the results in Table 4 on page 46 were obtained. '
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Table 4. Accuracy for a test set (same speaker).

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED

zero 10 10 0
one 10 9 1
two 10 10 0
three 10 10 0
four 10 10 0
live 10 9 1
six 10 10 0
seven 10 10 0
eight 10 10 0
nine 10 9 1

100 97 3

Out of the 3 rnisrecognized inputs, the next lowest error of the
algorithm for all 3 inputs corresponded to the correct input.

The subcaption can be interpreted as defrning possible irnprovement in the accuracy rate if addi-

tional techniques are used to select between the two lowest errors.

A ninety-seven percent accuracy rate was obtained for this set of voice samples. The three

unrecognized signals were one, five, and nine. In Figure 11 on page 48, Figure 12 on page 49, and

Figure 13 on page 50, the unrecognized signals and the signals with the next lowest error are de-

picted along with the output from the signal generator which indicates the next smallest error in

all three cases is the correct digit. The percent error differences between unrecognized digits and

next smallest error are 0.91, 2.82, and 1.14, respectively. In the cases where the signal is correctly

recognized, the percent error difference is between 23.0 and 31.0 percent and in some cases even

greater (for comparison, see Figure 9 on page 37, Figure 14 on page 51, and Figure 15 on page

52 for depictions of correctly recognized signals for the same digits). Therefore, since this algorithm

uses only linear prediction with tirne·varying parameters with the minimum error residue as

thecriterionfor distinguishing between the different digits, it yielded an exceptionally highaccuracyrate.

With the incorporation of other word recognition techniques, this algorithm could conceiva- I

bly achieve higher accuracy rates. For example, in this particular case a discrirninator can be de- I

I
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veloped to determine the portion of the signal where the signal power is the greatest. Possibly, a

formant detector can be used to determine the locations of the dominant formant frequencies or

other frequency domain examinations can be used to distinguish between signals with close residual

errors.

5.3 Accuracy for the Speaker-Independent Case

The accuracy rate for the speaker-independent case was determined by acquiring a training set

of voice samples. The voice samples consisted of the ten digits from 20 different speakers. From

these samples, the parameter vectors for each digit were calculated and averaged to obtain the gen-

eralized parameter vectors: one for each digit. Using these generalized parameter vectors and the

training set as input to the recognition program, the results in Table 5 on page 53 were obtained.

In the table caption, the method used to determine the generalized parameter vector is included

in parentheses. The accuracy rate was not high as in the speaker-dependent case, because the

training set consisted of different speakers of various nationalities. This diverse speaker background

caused scattering of parameter coefficients which affects the calculation of the generalized vectors

(see section 4.6).

Using another set of voice signals of different speakers than above, but keeping the same gen-

eralized parameter vectors, the results in Table 6 on page 53 were obtained.
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Table 5. Accuracy for a training set (average).

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED

zero 20 13 7
one 20 15 5
two 20 14 6
three 20 18 2
four 20 19 1
five 20 19 1
six 20 15 5
seven . 20 9 11
eight 20 15 5
nine 20 14 6

200 151 49 '

Out of the 49 misrecognized inputs, the next lowest error of the
algorithm for 19 inputs corresponded to the correct input.

Table 6. Accuracy for a test set (average).

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED

zero 10 5 5
one 10 7 3
two 10 7 3
three 10 9 1
four 10 10 0
five 10 6 4
six 10 9 1
seven 10 6 4
eight 10 7 3
nine 10 6 4

100 70 30
Out of the 30 misrecognized inputs, the next lowest error of the
algorithm for 20 inputs corresponded to the correct input.

Again, this accuracy rate is quite low, low enough to inspect a different method of defining the

parameter vector or limiting the system to a multi—speaker system. One solution is to define the

system strictly for Americans. This will eliminate some of the diverse characteristics associated with
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different nationalities, and consequently, decrease the variance of the parameters. Another method

would be to find other ways to define the averaged parameter vectors to better represent the vo-

cabulary words (see section 4.6). The results in Table 7 on page 54 are obtained with generalized

parameter vectors defined by the clustering method described in section 4.6. The probability den-

sity function use to defme the vectors was Gaussian with a variance of 4, empirically selected.
Table 7. Accuracy for a training set (Gauss:4.0).

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED

zero 20 13 7‘ _ one 20 14 6
two 20 15 5
three 20 18 2
four 20 19 1
five 20 19 1
six 20 15 5
seven 20 7 13
eight 20 15 5
nine 20 15 5

200 150 50

Out of the 50 misrecognized inputs, the next lowest error of the
algorithm for 17 inputs corresponded to the correction input.

This low accuracy rate, 75 percent, is to be expected since the clustering technique used to defined

the generalized parameter vectors does not define the training set but estimates the theoretical gen-

eralized parameter vectors of an infinite training set of speakers. Note, however if a second selection

is allowed (a selection of the word corresponding to the next lowest error), the accuracy rate would

improve to 83 percent. Using the same generalized vectors from above, but another set of speech

samples from different speakers, the results in Table 8 on page 55 were obtained. This accuracy

rate, 72 percent, is lower than the training set but again, if a second selection is allowed, the rate

would increase to 90 percent.
The results in Table 9 on page 56 are included to show that the clustering technique can

misrepresent the generalized parameter vectors if the probability density function does not have an „

appropriate variance. The variance for the density function (Gaussian) used in determining the :
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Table 8. Accuracy for a test set (Gaus„s:4.0).

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED

zero 10 5 5
one 10 7 3
two 10 7 3
three 10 10 0
four 10 10 0
five 10 7 3
six 10 9 1
seven 10 6 4
eight 10 7 3
nine 10 4 6

100 72 28

Out of the 28 misrecognized inputs, the next lowest error of the
algorithm for 18 inputs corresponded to the correct input.

vectors that render the results was 0.25. The technique in this case estimated a localized cluster

center (see section 4.6). The accuracy rate has greatly decreased to 60 percent for the training set
' and when a test set is used with the above vectors the results in Table 10 on page 56 likewise show

decline in the accuracy rate. This rate is 64 percent. A rather significant difference from the 72

V percent obtained from the vectors defined with the variance of 4.

The test algorithm yielded an accuracy rate over 70 percent and a rate of 90 percent in nar-

rowing the correct response down to two selections (see the subcaption in Table 8). Although, the

accuracy rate of the speaker-independent case did not exceed 80 percent, the rate was high for an

algorithm based solely on time-varying LP. The objective of this work was not to develop a total

recognition algorithm, but to determine the feasibility of using time-varying LP as a foundation for

a recognition algorithm. With other techniques added, a total recognition algorithm can be devel-

oped to yield a high accuracy rate. Therefore, it is the belief of the author that using time-varying

linear prediction as a base for a recognition algorithm is very feasible.
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Table 9. Accuracy for a training set (Guasss:0.25).

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED

zero 20 13 7
one 20 1 19
two 20 12 8
three 20 18 2
four 20 20 0
tive 20 13 7
six 20 15 5
seven 20 0 20
eight 20 12 8
nine 20 16 4

200 120 80

Out of the 80 misrecognized inputs, the next lowest error of the
algorithm for 24 inputs corresponded to the correct input.

Table 10. Accuracy for a test set (Guass:0.25).

# CORRECTLY # INCORRECTLY
INPUT TOTAL # RECOGNIZED RECOGNIZED

zero 10 6 4
one 10 1 9
two 10 7 3
three 10 9 1
four 10 10 0
tive 10 7 3
six 10 10 0
seven 10 0 10
eight 10 8 2
nine 10 6 4

100 64 36

Out of the 36 misrecognized inputs, the next lowest error of the
algorithm for 24 inputs corresponded to the correct input.

I
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6.0 CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary and Discussion

The initial part of this effort was the development a speech acquisition system. This system

was composed of a portable computer supporting a digitizer card, an anti-aliasing filter, software

to control the system, and a signal endpoint detector filter. The system digitized the input signals

at a frequency rate of 20kHz which was excessively high. The idea here was to include the higher
frequency components of speech, 8-l0kHz, to gain all the available information in the signal. The

anti-aliasing filter was designed from Chebyshev low pass filter design equations. It was designed

to meet certain magnitude characteristics without regard to the phase. The signal endpoint detector

filter is an important part of this research. It had to defme the boundaries of the signal for time

normalization. An improperly detected signal endpoint would cause the normalization to be in-
correct and the time-varying parameters to be mis·aligned. Description was given of the design of

the anti-aliasing flter along with the derivation of the equation used to implement the signal

endpoint detector.

A brief discussion of linear prediction (LP) was included to facilitate the derivation of time-

varying LP. The constant parameters were made into time·varying ones by defrning the parameters
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as linear combinations of unknown weight coefficients of orthogonal functions. A solution of the

time-varying LP system to calculate these coefficients was derived and implemented in a system of

programs. Since each parameter was defmed by a linear combination of orthogonal functions, the

size of the covariance matrix increased from the constant parameter size by a factor equal to the

number of orthogonal functions used to define the parameters. This increased the computation

time for deriving a solution; however, methods were given to reduce this time.

A description of the developed recognition system was given. The algorithm was composed

of several routines, each having a separate function in the recognition system. The system was

based solely on time-varying linear prediction and should be noted as such. The generalized pa-

rameter vectors used by the algorithm were estimated by an iterative process that calculates cluster

centers. Better estimation of the generalized parameter vectors were found to be made when the

proper variance was used. The variance of the probability density function has a tremendous in-
fluence on achieving good estimation of the centers. The iterative process converges quickly to the

cluster centers and this approach can handle most probability density functions. The assumption

that a lower order time-varying LP model can adequately model a speech signal just as well as a

higher order constant LP model, was justified by a comparison between these two models.

The test algorithm for the speaker-dependent case yielded a 100 percent accuracy rate for a

training set of voice samples and a 97 percent accuracy rate for a test set. For the speaker-

independent case using parameter vectors deterrnined by averaging, the algorithm yielded a 75.5

percent accuracy rate for a training set and a 70 percent accuracy rate for a test set. Using parameter

vectors determined by the cluster center technique, the algorithm yielded a 75 percent accuracy rate

for a training set and a 72 percent accuracy rate for a test set. The test algorithm for the speaker- '

independent case yielded 90 percent accuracy rate of narrowing the correct response down to two

selections. The results indicate that time-varying linear prediction should be feasible for use as a

base for an isolated-word recognition algorithm, especially for a speaker-dependent algorithm.

Therefore, with other word recognition techniques added, the author believes that a total recogni-

tion algorithm can be developed to yield a very high accuracy rate using time-varying linear pre-diction as a
base.CONCLUSION 58



6.2 Recommcndations

Further research should be conducted to investigate the effect on the accuracy rate when the

sampling rate and system order are decreased. To implement time-varying LP in hardware, tests
should be performed to see how far the system order and sampling rate can be lowered without
affecting the accuracy rate signiiicantly. With the current selection of order and sampling rate, it is

not feasible to implement this in hardware because the time required to recognize a word is far from
L

real time.
It is very important for this method to have the beginning and the ending of the input speech

signals clearly defined because the accuracy rate is very sensitive to endpoint detection. Therefore,

further work should be performed to make additional improvements to the signal endpoint detector
used in this research. Improvements in the speech signal dataset can be made by increasing the

number of speech signals. In other words, include more repetition of the same word from the same
speaker. It has been proven empirically that the way the prediction error is defined, has an effect
on the accuracy rate. Therefore, further studies of defning the error should be explored. lnstead

of modeling the entire signal by time-varying linear prediction, the signal should be divided into
segments of articulate sounds and then the time-varying linear prediction method should be applied

to each of these segments. This should improve the word recognition accuracy rate.
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Appendnx A. 8086/88 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

» *
* THE CONTROL PROGRAM FOR DATA ACQUISITION *
* *
* (ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FOR THE ZENITH-100 COMPUTER) *
* »

CODE SEGMENT
ASSUME CS:CODE,DS:DATA,ES:CODE,SS/STACK

******* EQUATE VARIABLE NAMES TO VALUES

. CONTR EQU 1üOD ·
INIT EQU CONTR+1
DATAL EQU CONTR+2
DATAH EQU CONTR+3
CHN1 EQU 17D
CHN2 EQU 180
FIX EQU 001100008

******* PROCESSOR INITIALIZATION

MOV AX,CODE
MOV ES,AX
MOV AX,DATA
MOV DS,AX
MOV AX,STACK
MOV SS,AX
MOV SP,OFFSET TOSP

******* MAIN PROGRAM STARTS

BEG: MOV AH,O9H
MOV DX,OFFSET STRGO
INT 21H ; NRITE STRING ZERO TO SCREEN

MOV AH,O9H
MOV DX,OFFSET STRG1
INT 21H ; WRITE STRING ONE TO SCREEN

MOV AH,02H
MOV DL,07H
INT 21H ; RING BELL
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******* TEST SWITCH; IF TRUE, GO TO SAMPLE MODE
SWIT: MOV AH,08H

INT 21H
CMP AL,58H
JNZ SKP1
JMP STOP

SKPI: cn? AL,5su ; swurcu = 's'
JNZ SHORT SWIT

MOV AH ,O9I·I
MOV DX,OFFSET STRGO
INT 21H ; WRITE STRING ZERO TO SCREEN

MOV AH,O9H
MOV DX,OFFSET STRG3
INT 21H ; WRITE STRING THREE TO SCREEN

******* DIGITIZER CARDINITIALIZATIONMOV
SI,OD

MOV DI,2D
MOV CX,9999D
MOV DL,CHNI
MOV DH,CHN2

******* BEGIN SAMPLING SIGNAL

LPI: OUT INIT,AL
MOV AL,DL
OUT CONTR,AL
IN AL,DATAL
MOV BL,AL
IN AL,DATAH
AND AL,OFH
MOV BH,AL
XCHG DL,DH

******* TEST TO SEE INPUT SIGNAL HAS SURPASSED THRESHOLD LEVEL
( IMPLEMENTING VOICE•ACTIVATED SAMPLING )

CMP BX,I80OD
JL SHORT STOR
CMP BX,2296D
JNG SHORT LP1

******* ALLOW SEVERAL VALUES BEYOND THRESHOLD LEVEL
BEFORE SAMPLING

STOR: INC SI
CMP SI,5D .
JL LP1

******* CONTINUE SAMPLING AND BEGIN STORING SAMPLES
IN MEMORY

CONV: OUT INIT,AL
MOV AL,DL
OUT CONTR,AL
IN AL,DATAL
MOV BL,AL
IN AL,DATAH
AND AL,OFH
MOV BH,AL
MOV MEM[DI],BX
MOV AL,¤D

LP11: DEC AL
DEC AL
JNZ LP11

******* NO OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED TO GIVE THE PROPER
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SAMPLING RATE OF 20 KHZ
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP

******* ADD TWO TO MEMORY POINTER

ADD DI,2D

EXCHANGE SAMPLING PORTS
XCHG DL,DH

******* TEST FOR END OF SAMPLING WINDOW; IF NOT RECEIVE
ANOTHER SAMPLE FROM OTHER PORT
( SAMPLING WINDOW EQUALS 20,000 SAMPLE POINTS )

LOOP SHORT CONV ; SAMPLING COMPLETED

******* WRITE TO SCREEN
I _

MOV AH,09H
MOV DX,OFFSET STRGO
INT 21H ; WRITE STRING ZERO TO SCREEN

MOV AH,02H
MOV DL,07H
INT 21H ; RING BELL

MOV AH,09H
MOV DX,OFFSET STRG2
INT 21H ; WRITE STRING TWO TO SCREEN

******* TEST INPUT CHARACTER; IF °W°, FILTER THE DIGITIZED
SIGNAL STORED IN MEMORY TO DETECT ITS END AND STORE
IT ON DISK

MOV AH,O8H
INT 21H
CMP AL,58H
JNZ SKP2
JMP STOP

SKP2: CMP AL,57H
JZ SNORM
JMP BEG

******* FILTER DIGITIZED SIGNAL

SNORM: MOV DI,UD
MOV SUMF,0D
MOV DX,9999D .
MOV CX,32D ; THE LENGTH OF LIMITED SUM

MOV AX,0D
LAB1: MOV BX,MEM[DI] ; DETERMINE DIFFERENCE AND OBTAIN

SUB BX,MEM[DI-2]. ; ABSOLUTE VALUE
JNS SHORT LAB2
NEG BX

LAB2: MOV SI,MEM[DI] ; SURPRESSS VALUES TO ZERO THAT DO NOT EXCEED
CMP SI,202OD ; DETECTION LIMIT BAND
JL LAD1
CMP S|,2076D
JG LAD1
ADD DI,2D
JMP LNA1

LAD1: ADD SUMF,BX ; ADD VALUE TO PRESENT SUM
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I I
ADD D|,2D

LNA1: LOOP LAB1 ; CONTINUE UNTIL MOVING SUM IS DETERMINED
MOV cx,9966¤ ; INITIALIZE COUNTER

LAB6: MOV BX,MEM[DI] ; IMPLEMENT MOVING DIFFERENCE TO DETERMINE
SUB BX,MEM[D|-2] ; SIGNAL END
JNS SHORT LAB3
NEO BX ; TAKE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF DIFFERENCE

LAB3: MOV SI,MEM[DI] ; SURPRESS DIFFERENCE IF WARRANT
CMP SI,2020D ; ( BELOW DETECTION LEVEL )
JL LAD2
CMP S|,2076D
JG LAD2
JMP LNA2

LAD2: ADD SUMF,BX ; ADD TO MOVING SUM
LNA2: MOV BX,MEM[D|—6ü]

SUB BX,MEM[DI-66] ; OBTAIN PAST DIFFERENCE AND SUBTRACT
' JNS SHORT LABM ; FROM MOVING SUM' NEC BX

' LABM: MOV SI,MEM[DI·6ß] ; CALCULATING MOVING SUM OF ABSOLUTE VALUE
CMP SI,202OD ; OF THE DIFFERENCE OF CURRENT

; AND PAST POINTS
JL LSD3 ;
CMP SI,2076D ; SUN FROM N=M TO M+32 OF / d(sIgnaI)/dt /
JG LSD3
JMP LNS3

LSD3: SUB SUMF,BX ; SUBTRACT FROM MOVING SUM
LNS3: MOV BX,SUMF

CMP BX,26OD ; IF MOVING SUM IS IN SIGNAL DETECTION BAND
JG SHORT LAB5 ; THEN JUMP AND CALCULATE A NEW MOVING SUM

SKIP: ADD D|,2D ; IF NOT, TRACK SIGNAL FOR END DETERMINATION
INC AX ; IF TRACKING HAS NOT BEEN INTERRUPTED BY ANY

CMP AX,5000D ; VALUE THAT EXCEEDED BAND AND THE TRACKING
JZ BEG1 ; COUNT IS GREAT THAN 5000 ( SILENT LENGTH
LOOP LAB6 ; TOLERANCE ), THEN JUMP TO DETERMINE SIGNAL
JMP BEG1 ; END POINT

E (THE DIGITIZED SIGNAL IS PADDED WITH ZEROS)

LAB5: ADD DI,2D ; INCREMENT MOVING SUM POINTER
MOV AX,OD ; RESET TRACKING COUNTER
MOV DX,DI ; JUMP TO CONTINUE CALCULATING MOVING SUM
LOOP LAB6

BEG1: CLC ; DETERMINE SIGNAL END POINT
RCR DX,1
AND DX,7FFFH
MOV AH,09H ; RECALL INITIAL TRACKING POINT AND
MOV BX,DX ; DEFINE IT AS THE SIGNAL END POINT
MOV DX,OFFSET STRG0
INT 21H
MOV AH,O9H
MOV DX,OFFSET STRGH ; WRITE STRING TO SCREEN Inur 21H I
MOV DI,0H ; INITIALIZE POINTER AND COUNTER I
MOV MEM[DI],BX IMOV CX,BX I

******* STORE DATA ON DISK I
I

I
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MOV AH,1AH ; SET DTA
MOV DX,OFFSET DTHOU
INT 21H
MOV AH,16H ; CREATE FILE
MOV DX,OFFSET FCB
INT 21H

« MOV RSZE,6D ; SET RECORD SIZE

MOV BX,MEM[DI]
CALL BNASC
ADD DI,2D
JMP LP9

OP: MOV BX,MEM[DI]
AND BX,OFFFH
CALL BNASC ; CONVERT BINARY DATA TO ASCII TEXT
ADD DI,2D

LP9: MOV DX,OFFSET FCB
MOV AH,15H ; SEQUENTIAL DISK WRITE
INT 21H
LOOP OP

MOV AH,1OH ; CLOSE FILE
INT 21H '

INC BYTE PTR FN+ü ; CHANCE FILENAME
MOV BYTE PTR CBLK,OD ; RESET CURRENT BLOCK AND
MOV BYTE PTR CBLK+1,0D ;
MOV BYTE PTR CREC,OD ; CURRENT RECORD

MOV AH,O2H
MOV DL,07H
INT 21H ; RING BELL

JMP BEG

******* A BINARY TO ASCII CONVERSION ROUTINE

BNASC: MOV AX,BX
MOV DX,OD
DIV THOU
OR AL,FIX ·
MOV DTHOU,AL
MOV AX,DX
MOV DX,OD
DIV HUND
OR AL,FIX
MOV DHUND,AL
MOV AX,DX
MOV DX,OD
DIV TEN
OR AL,FIX
MOV DTEN,AL
OR DL,FIX
MOV DONE,DL
RET

STOP: INT 23H ; EXIT PROGRAM

CODE ENDS

******* DEFINE VARIABLES

DATA SEGMENT

THOU DW 1000D
HUND DW IOOD
TEN DW 10D
DTHOU DB 0
DHUND DB 0
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DTEN DB 0
DONE DB 0
CR DB ODH
LF DB OAH

STRG0 DB 1BH,U5H,2MH
STRG1 DB 'DEPRESS (S) TO INITIATE SAMPLING',2UH
STRG2 DB 'DEPRESS (W) TO WRITE DATA TO DISK ,2MH
STRG3 DB 'SAMPLING ACTIVATED',2¤H
STRGM DB 'WRITING DATA TO DISK',2MH

****** FUNCTION CONTROL BLOCK

FCB DB 2D ; DRIVE B:
FN oa 'DATA0 ' ; FILENAME
FE DB ' ' ; FILE EXTENSION
CBLK DB 0,0 ; CURRENT BLOCK
RSZE DB 0,0 ; RECORD SIZE
FSZE DB 0,0,0,0 ; FILE SIZE
DATE DB 0,0 ; DATE
TIME DB 0,0 ; TIME
DREV DB 8 DUP(?) ; DOS RESERVED
CREC DB O ; CURRENT RECORD
RREC DB 0,0,0,0 ; RANDOM RECORD .

COUNT DB 0,0,0,0
CINDX DW 0,0
SUMF DW 0,0

****** RESERVE SPACE FOR STORING DIGITIZED SIGNAL

MEM DW 26000 DUP(20¤8) ; INITIALIZE DATA STORAGE AREA WITH
; VALUES CORRESPONDING TO A DIGITIZED
; ZERO ANALOG SIGNAL

DATA ENDS

****** RESERVE SPACE FOR STACK

STACK SEGMENT
DW H00 DUP(?)

TOSP DW 1 DUP(?)

STACK ENDS

END

I
I
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OAppendxx B. PARAMETER VECTOR

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C PROGRAM: PARAMETER VECTOR GENERATOR C
C C
C DESCRIPTION: GENERATES THE PARAMETER VECTOR C
C THAT REPRESENTS THE INOUT SIGNAL C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION IS(10010),S(10010),A(60),C(60,60),B(60)
DIMENSION WKAREA(600)
INTEGER NT,NN,M,N,MM,IA,IDGT,IER,NBAS|S,NPARA

C
C DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES
C ·--------···-----·-·-···-C
C NBASIS - # OF BASIS FUNCTION ( ORDER )
C NPARA - # OF PARAMETERS ( SYSTEM ORDER )
C N · NBASIS * NPARA
C IA - B(IA)
C IDGT,M - LIBRARY ROUTINE VARIABLES (0,1)
C
C

DATA M/1/,N/H0/,|A/60/,IDGT/0/,NBASIS/U/,NPARA/10/
C
C
C ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
C

READ(1,15)NN
15 FORMAT(IU)

NN=NN-1
C
C ENTER THE DIGITIZED SIGNAL AND STORE IN VECTOR -IS-
C

DO 1M I=1,NN
READ(1,13)IS(|)

13 FORMAT(|¤)
C
C CONVERT THE DIGITIZED POINTS INTO VOLTAGE VALUES
C

IM S(I)=(FLOAT(IS(I))-20U8.)/20¤.8
C

NN=NN
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II=1
C
C GENERATE DIRECTLY THE REQUIRED ELEMENTS OF THE COVARIANCE
C MATRIX INORDER TO IMPLEMENT THE COVARIANCE MATRIX GENERATION
C TIME-SAVING TECHNIQUE
C

DO 10KK=1,NBASIS|R=(II-1)*NBASIS+KK

DO 10 JJ=II,NPARA
DO 10 LL=1,NBASIS
IC=(JJ-1)*NBAS|S+LL
IF(IC.LT.IR) GOTO 10
C(IR,|C)=0.
DO 10 NT=NPARA+1,NN
TEMP=BASI$(KK,NW,NT-II)*S(NT-II)*S(NT·JJ)*BAS|S(LL,NW,NT-JJ)
C(IR,IC)=TEMP+C(|R,lC)

10 CONTINUE
C
C IMPLEMENT THE TIME-SAVING TECHNIQUE
C

DO 20 |I=2,NPARA
DO 20 KK=1,NBASIS
IR=(|I-1)*NBAS|S+KK
DO 20 JJ=I|,NPARA
DO 20 LL=1,NBASIS
|C=(JJ-1)*NBASIS+LL
IF(IC.LT.IR) GOTO 20
C(|R,IC)=C(IR-NBASIS,IC-NBASIS)+

&BASIS(KK,NW,NPARA+1-II)*S(NPARA+1-II)*
&S(NPARA+1-JJ)*BAS|S(LL,NW,NPARA+1-JJ)-
&BASIS(KK,NW,NN+1-I|)*S(NN+1-II)*
&S(NN+1-JJ)*BASIS(LL,NW,NN+1-JJ)

20 CONTINUE
C
C ALSO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX SYMMETRY
C

DO 30 IR=2,NBAS|S*NPARA
DO 30 IC=1,IR-1
C(IR,IC)=C(IC,|R)

30 CONTINUE
C
C GENERATE THE -B— VECTOR
C

DO 59 IX=1,NPARA
DO 59 |W=1,NBASIS

‘
IRC=(IX-1)*NBASIS+IW
B(IRC)=0.

DO 33 NT=NPARA+1,NN
B(IRC)=BASIS(IW,NN,NT-IX)*S(NT-IX)*S(NT)+B(IRC)

33 CONTINUE
C
C INVERT THE -B- VECTOR
C

B(IRC)=-B(|RC)
59 CONTINUE

C
C CALL THE LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER TO SOLVE THE ABOVE

I

C SYSTEM
C
C
C

CALL LEQT1F(C,M,N,IA,B,IDGT,wKAREA,IER)

C
C WRITE ERROR CODES
C

WR|TE(*,R56)(|ER,I=1,R)
RSG FORMAT(1X,|6)

C
C WRITE RESULTS TO DISK ( PARAMETER VECTOR )
C

NRITE(3,83)NPARA*NBASIS
WRITE(3,79)(B(K),K=1,NPARA*NBASIS)
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83 FORMAT( I6)
78 FORMAT(lIX,|6,F1I-I.7)

C
79 FORMAT(D20.12)

STOP
END

I
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Appemhx C. GENERALIZED PARAMETER

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C PROGRAM: GENERIALIZED PARAMETER VECTOR GENERATOR C
C C
C DESCRIPTION: CALCULATES THE GENERALIZED PARAMETER VECTOR C
C FROM THE INPUT PARAMETER VECTORS C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O·Z)
REAL TP1(60,100),PARM(60)
INTEGER NN,NOBS,NBAS|S,NPARA

C
C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
c ----—---------—-—--——-—C NBASIS - # OF BASIS FUNCTIONS
C NPARA - # OF PARAMETERS
C NOBS — # OF INPUT PARAMETER VECTORS
C

DATA NBASIS/¤/,NPARA/10/,NOBS/10/
C
C ENTER THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN VECTORS
C

READ(11,15)NN
READ(12,15)NN
READ(13,15)NN
READ(1¤,15)NN
READ(15,15)NN
READ(16,15)NN
READ(17,15)NN
READ(18,15)NN
READ(19,15)NN
READ(20,15)NN

15 FORMAT(I6) ·
C
C ENTER THE INPUT PARAMETER VECTORS AND STORE
C IN A MATRIX
C

DO IH I=1,NN
READ(11,13)TP1(I,1)
READ(12,13)TP1(I,2)
READ(13,13)TP1(I,3)
READ(1ü,13)TP1(|,U) I
READ(15,13)TP1(I,5)
READ(16,13)TP1(I,6) I

I

I
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READ(17,13)TP1(I,7)REAO(18,13)TP1(I,8)
READ(19,13)TP1( I ,9)READ(20,13)TP1(I,10)1N CONTINUE13 FORMAT(020.12)0C DETERMINE THE GENERALIZED PARAMETER VECTOR

C 00 30 I=I,NBASIS*NPARA
TEMP=O.
DO 35 J=I,NOBS35 TEMP=TP1(I,J)+TEMPPARM(I)=TEMP/FLOAT(NOBS)30 CONTINUE

C
2 WRITE GENERALIZED PARAMETER VECTOR TO DISK

WRITE(21,15) NN
NR|TE(21,I3) (PARM( I ) , I=1,NBASIS*NPARA)
STOP .

'
END



Appendnx D. ORTHOGONAL FUNCTION

l CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM: BASIS C
C C
C DESCRIPTION: COMPUTES THE VALUES OF THE C

2 FUNCTIONS IN THE BASIS C
C

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION BASIS(N,NY,IT)
DOUBLE PRECISION F,G
F=FLOAT(NY-1)
G=FLOAT(2*IT-NY-1)
GOTO(10,20,30,¤0,50,60),N

10 BAS|S=1.
RETURN

20 BASIS=(G/F)
RETURN

30 BASIS=.5*(3.*(G/F)**2·1.)
RETURN

H0 BASIS=.5*(5.*(G/F)**3-3.*(G/F))
RETURN

50 ä€Söä=.125*(35.*(G/F)**M·30.*(G/F)**2+3.)
N

60 BASIS=.125*(63.*(G/F)**5-70.*(G/F)**3+15.
8¤*(G/F) )

RETURN
END
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OAppendnx E. ERROR SIGNAL GENERATOR

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C PROGRAM: ERROR SIGNAL GENERATOR C
C C
C DESCRIPTION: GENERATES SIGNALS FROM THE INPUT SIGNAL C
C AND THE GENERALIZED PARAMETER VECTORS, C
C CALCULATES THE ERRORS BETWEEN THESE C
C GENERATED SIGNALS AND THE INPUT SIGNAL, C
C AND DEFINES THE GENERALIZED PARAMETER VECTOR C
C THAT GENERATED THE SIGNAL WITH THE MINIMUM C
C ERROR AS THE VECTOR THE CLOSELY APPROXIMATES C
C THE INPUT SIGNAL; THEREBY, RECOGNIZING THE C
C INPUT SIGNAL OR THE WORD REPRESENTED BY C
C THIS SIGNAL. C
C C

•

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O—Z)
REAL $(10010),B(60,10),PO,TERR,ERRN(10)
INTEGER |S(IOOI0)
CHARACTER*8 IVOC(IO)
CHARACTER NOTHG
REAL WKAREA(600),TP1(10,10010)
INTEGER NN,M,N,MM,IA,IDGT,IER,NBASIS,NPARA,NWVOC

C
C
C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
C -—•·----·-----------·--•C NBASIS - # OF FUNCTIONS IN BASIS
C NPARA — # OF PARAMETERS
C NWVOC - # OF WORDS IN VOCABULARY
C IVOC - ARRAY THAT STORES THE NAMES OF THE WORDS IN VOCABULARY
C N - NBASIS * NPARA
C M - ROUTINE PARAMETER ( 1 )
C
C

DATA M/1/,N/MO/{NBASIS/U/,NPARA/10/,NWVOC/10/
DATA uvoc/' ons ,' TWO'{' THREE',' FouR',' Fuvs',

&' sux',' ssvsu', EIGHT ,' N¤NE',' zERo'/
C
C ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
C

READ(1,I3)NN
NN=NN-1
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15 FORMAT(I6) ~
C ENTER THE DIGITIZED POINTS OF THE INPUT SIGNAL
C

DO 1N I=1,NN
READ(1,13)IS(I)

13 FORMAT(IU)
C
C CONVERT THE DIGITIZED POINTS INTO VOLTAGE VALUES
C

1h S(|)=(FLOAT(IS(I))·20ü8.)/20N.8
C
C CALCULATE POWER IN SIGNAL PO=TOTAL POWER

‘ C
PO=0.
DO 57 NT=NPARA+1,NN

C 57 PO=S(NT)**2+PO
57 PO=ABS(S(NT))+PO

C
C ENTER THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE GENERALIZED ~

C PARAMETER VECTOR · SIMPLY ELIMINATES THE FIRST
C RECORD OF THE DATA FILE
C

READ(11,15)NNN
READ(12,15)NNN
READ(13,15)NNN
READ(1H,15)NNN
READ(15,15)NNN
READ(16,15)NNN
READ(17,15)NNN
READ(18,15)NNN
READ(19,15)NNN
READ(20,15)NNN

C
C ENTER THE ELEMENTS OF THE GENERALIZED PARAMETER VECTORS
C

DO 11ü |=1,NNN
READ(11,133)B(I,1)
READ(12,133)B(I,2)
READ(13,133)B(I,3)
READ(1H,133)B(I,H)
READ(15,133)B(I,5)
READ(16,133)B(I,6)
READ(17,133)B(I,7)
READ(18,133)B(I,8)
READ(19,133)B(l,9)
READ(20,133)B(I,10)

11H CONTINUE
133 FORMAT(D20.12)

C
DO 333 IL=1,NWVOC

C
C GENERATE PARAMETER VALUES AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
C

LM=NN
DO MH NT=1,NN
DO M5 I=1,NPARA
TP1(I,NT)=O.
DO U5 K=1,NBASIS
TP1(I,NT)=B(K+(I-1)*NBASIS,IL)*BAS|S(K,LM,NT)+TP1(I,NT)

M5 CONTINUE
UN CONTINUE

C
C GENERATE SIGNALS
C

TERR=0.
DO 991 NT=NPARA+1,NN
TP2=0.
DO 911 I=1,NPARA

911 TP2=TP1(I,NT-|)*S(NT-I)+TP2
C
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C CALCULATE ERROR
C

ERR=S(NT)+TP2
C
C CLAMP ERROR
C

IF(ERR.LE.·99.)ERR=·99.
IF(ERR.GE.99„) ERR=99.

C
C DETERMINE POWER IN ERROR
C
C TERR=ERR**2+TERR

TERR=ABS(ERR)+TERR
C 991 CONTINUE
C NORMALIZE ERROR
C

ERRN(IL)=TERR/PO
333 CONTINUE

C DEFINE MINIMUM ERROR
C

TEMP1=100. .
TEMP2=100. .
|DELM1=0
IDELM2=0
DO 33¤ I=1,1O
IF(ERRN(I).LE.TEMP1) THEN

|DELM2=IDELM1
TEMP2=TEMP1
IDELM1=|
TEMP1=ERRN(I)

ELSEIF(ERRN(I).LE.TEMP2) THEN
IDELM2=I
TEMP2=ERRN(I)

ENDIF
33N CONTINUE

C
C WRITE RESULTS TO SCREEN
C

WRITE(*,*)°THE VOICE SIGNAL IS THE WORD °,IVOC(IDELM1)
WRITE(*,*)'RELATIVE ABSOLUTE-VALUE ERROR IS °,ERRN(IDELM1)
WRITE(*,*)' 'WRITE(*,*)'THE NEXT CLOSEST ERROR IS °,ERRN(IDELM2)
WRITE(*,*)'WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE WORD ',IVOC(IDELM2)
WRITE(*,*)' 'C

83 FORMAT(I6)
78 FORMAT(MX,I6,F1ü.7)
79 FORMAT(F10.5)

C
STOP
END
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OAppendnx F. LPCOVAR

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C PROGRAM: LPCOVAR C
C C
C DESCRIPTION: GENERATES THE CONSTANT LINEAR PREDICTION C
C COEFFICIENTS, IMPLEMENTING THE COVARIANCE METHOD, C
C FOR SEGMENT MODELING OF SPEECH. THE PROGRAM IS USED C
C IN THE COMPARISON BETWEEN CONSTANT PARAMETERS TO C
C TIME-VARYING ONES. C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C

REAL YDATA(10050),A(51),RC(51)
REAL ALPHA,OUTD(10050),X(ü00),CP(51,1000)
INTEGER NN,M,N,|S(10050)

C
C
C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
Q ----··---•-···•--•---·----•
C M - SYSTEM ORDER
C N - ANALYSIS SEGMENT LENGTH
C

DATA M/25/,N/¤00/
C .
C ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
C

READ(1,15)NN
NN=NN•1

15 FORMAT(IH)
C
C CONVERT THE DIGITIZED POINTS OF THE INPUT SIGNAL
C

DO 1U I=1,NN
READ(1,15)IS(I) °

1M YDATA(I)=(FLOAT(|S(|))-20¤8.)/20ü.8
C
C OVERLAP FACTOR
C

FACTOL=.O625
C
C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
C

R|LEN=FLOAT(N)*(1.-FACTOL)
MM=M
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RNTERV=FLOAT(NN)/RILEN
INTERV=NN/R|LEN+1
IF(FLOAT(INTERV).GE.RNTERV)INTERV=lNTERV—1

DO 900 LOOP=1,INTERV
|TEMP=INT(R|LEN)*(LOOP-1)

C
C GENERATE THE DATA FOR SEGMENT 'LOOP'
C

DO 901 J=1,N
X(J)=YDATA(J+ITEMP)

901 CONTINUE
C

M=MM
C
C CALL THE COVARIANCE ROUTINE
C

CALL COVAR(N,X,M,A,ALPHA,RC)
C

MP=MM+1
C
2 SAVE COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH SEGMENT

DO 911 I=1,MP
911 CP(I,LOOP)=A(I) .

20 FORMAT(I5,2X,¤F1ü.7)
OUTD(LOOP)=ALPHA

900 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE INPUT SIGNAL
C

DO 939 LOOP=1,|NTERV
„ DO 939 I=1,MP

939 WRITE(2,93)CP(I,LOOP)
37 FORMAT(I6)
93 FORMAT(D20.12)
9N FORMAT(I¤,2X,F10.5)

22 FORMAT(I5,2X,F1U.7)
STOP

C END
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C

C
C SUBROUTINE "COVAR" FOR IMPLEMENTING THE COVARIANCE C
C METHOD OF LINEAR PREDICTION C
C

C
C J. F. MARKEL & A. H. GRAY JR. [17] C
C

C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C

SUBROUTINE COVAR(N,X,M,A,ALPHA,GRC)
DIMENSION X(¤00),A(51),GRC(51)
DIMENSION C(51,51),B(51,51),BETA(51)
REAL ALPHA
INTEGER N,M,MP,NP,NPJ,NPI,IP,JP
DO 907 I=1,51
A(I)=O.
GRC(I)=O.
BETA(I)=0.
DO 907 J=1,51
C(I,J)=O.
B(I,J)=0.

907 CONTINUE
MP=M+1
DO 100 |P=1,MP
DO 100 JP=1,IP
C(IP,JP)=O.
DO 100 NP=MP,N
NPI=NP+1-IP
NPJ=NP+1-JP
TTY=X(NPI)*X(NPJ)

100 C( lP,JP)=C( IP,JP)+TTY
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B(1,1)=1.
ALPHA=C(1,1)
BETA(1)=C(2,2)
GRC(1)=-C(2,1)/C(2,2)
A(1)=1.
A(2)=GRC(1)
ALPHA=ALPHA-GRC(1)*GRC(1)*BETA(1)
MF=M
DO U00 M|NC=2,MFM=MINC-1 _
B(M|NC,M|NC)=1.
DO 200 IP=1,M
|F(BETA(|P)) 600,200,130

130 GAM=0.
DO 150 J=1,lP

150 GAM=GAM+C(M+2,J+1)*B(|P,J)
GAM=GAM/BETA(IP)
DO 190 JP=1,IP

190 B(M|NC,JP)=B(M|NC,JP)-GAM*B(IP,JP)
200 CONTINUE

BETA(MINC)=0. .
DO 250 J=1,M|NC

250 BETA(M|NC)=BETA(M|NC)+C(M+2,J+1)*B(M|NC,J)
M=M+1
|F(BETA(M)) 600,360,26O

260 S=O.
D0 300 IP=1,M

300 S=S+C(M+1,IP)*A(|P)
GRC(M)=-S/BETA(M)
DO 350 |P=2,M

350 A(|P)=A(IP)+GRC(M)*B(M,|P·1)
A(M+1)=GRC(M)

360 CONTINUE
ALPHA=ALPHA-GRC(M)*GRC(M)*BETA(M)
IF(ALPHA) 600,600,ßOO

UOO CONTINUE
600 RETURN .

END
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OAppendxx G. GSLPC

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C PROGRAM: GSLPC C
C C
C DESCRIPTION: PREDICTS THE INPUT SIGNAL BY LINEAR PREDICTION (LP) C
C CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS (SEGMENTAL PREDICTION). THE C
C PROGRAM IS USED IN THE COMPARISON BETWEEN CONSTANT C
C PARAMETERS TO TIME-VARYING ONES. C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A—H,O-Z)
REAL*8 YDATA(I0050),A(51),RC(5I),TP2,ERR,TERR,TERR1
REAL*8 ALPHA,ouT0(10050),x(1000),cP(51,100),TA6s¤c,sTs1c
INTEGER NN,M,N,IS(IO050)

C
C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
C --•------------—·---••-C YDATA - INPUT SIGNAL VECTOR
C M - SYSTEM ORDER
C N - ANALYSIS SEGMENT LENGTH
C

DATA M/25/,N/N0O/,YDATA/I0050*O./
C
C ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
C

READ(1,I5)NN
NN=NN-1

I5 FORMAT(Iü)
C
C ENTER THE DIGITIZED POINTS OF THE INPUT SIGNAL
C AND CONVERT THE POINTS INTO VOLTAGE VALUES
C

. DO IM I=I,NN
· READ(1,15)lS(I)
IH YDATA(I)=(FLOAT(IS(|))—20¤8.)/20¤.8

C
C OVERLAP FACTOR
C

FACTOL=.0625
C
C CALCULATE NUMBER OF LENGTH OF THE SEGMENT
C

RILEN=FLOAT(N)*(1.-FACTOL)
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MM=M
RNTERV=FLOAT(NN)/RILEN
INTERV=NN/R|LEN+1
IF(FLOAT(|NTERV).GE.RNTERV)INTERV=|NTERV·1

C
C ENTER THE COEFFICIENTS FOR SEGMENT 'LOOP'
C

DO 9¤1 LOOP=1,|NTERV
DO 9N1 |=1,M+1

9u1 READ(2,93) CP(I,LOOP)
C

TABSIG=0.
TERR1=0.

C
C ENTER THE INPUT VALUES FOR EACH SEGMENT
C

DO 900 LOOP=1,INTERV
|TEMP=|NT(R|LEN)*(LOOP·1)
DO 901 J=1,N
X(J)=YDATA(J+|TEMP)

901 CONTINUE
C

TERR=0.
STSIG=0.

C
C CALCULATE TEH PREDICTION ERROR
C

DO 9N2 NT=M+1,N
TP2=O.
DO 9N3 |=1,M+1

9ü3 TP2=CP(|,LOOP)*X(NT—|+1)+TP2
ERR=TP2

C IF(ERR.LE.·99.)ERR=·99.
C IF(ERR.GE.99.)ERR=99.
C
C SELECT METHOD OF CALCULATING THE ERROR
C
C TERR=ERR**2+TERR
C TERR=DABS(ERR)+TERR
C

|F(DABS(ERR).LT.1.0D+O0)TERR=ERR**2+TERR
‘

C CALCULATE THE INPUT SIGNAL POWER
C

STSIG=X(NT)**2+STS|G
C WRITE(11,95ü)ERR*2

95ü FORMAT(F7.3)
9U2 CONTINUE

TERR1=TERR+TERR1
TABS|G=STS|G+TABS|G

900 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE RESULTS
C

WR|TE(3,9ü)TERR1,TABS|G,TERR1/TABSIG
C

93 FORMAT(D20.12)
9ü FORMAT(3(2X,F15.7))

C
STOP
END
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OAppendnx H. GPVGEN

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C PROGRAM: GPVGEN C
C C
C DESCRIPTION: ESTIMATE GENERALIZED PARAMETER VECTORS C
C C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C

REAL*8 VECTOR(50,30),CMEAN,TEMP,DIST,CBAND,TMP1,PI
INTEGER N,ITER,NNN

CC DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C •----•---——-•----—--•-•-•-—--C ITER - NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
C N · NUMBER OF SAMPLE VECTORS
C CBAND - VARIANCE OF DENSITY FUNCTION
C

DATA N/20/,ITER/MOO/,CBAND/0.5D+OO/
C P|=O.31ü159265UD+01
CC ELIMINATE THE FIRST RECORD OF INPUT FILES
C AND ENTER THE LENGTH OF THE FILES
C

READ(11,15)NNN
READ(12,15)NNN
READ(13,15)NNN
READ(1ü,15)NNN
READ(15,15)NNN
READ(I6,I5)NNN
READ(17,15)NNN
READ(I8,15)NNN
READ(19,15)NNN
READ(20,15)NNN
READ(21,15)NNN
READ(22,15)NNN
READ(23,I5)NNN
READ(2H,15)NNN
READ(25,15)NNN
READ(26,15)NNN
READ(27,15)NNN
READ(28,I5)NNN
READ(29,I5)NNN
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J
READ(30,15)NNN

C
C ENTER THE SAMPLE VECTOR DATA POINTS
C

DO 11ü I=1,NNN
READ(11,133)VECTOR(I,1)
READ(12,133)VECTOR(I,2)
READ(13,133)VECTOR(I,3)
READ(1ü,133)VECTOR(|,ü)
READ(15,133)VECTOR(|,5)
READ(16,133)VECTOR(|,6)
READ(17,133)VECTOR(|,7)
READ(18,133)VECTOR(|,8)
READ(19,133)VECTOR(|,9)
READ(20,133)VECTOR(|,10)
REAO(21,133)VECTOR(|,11)
READ(22,133)VECTOR(|,12)
REAO(23,133)VECTOR(|,13)
READ(2ü,133)VECTOR(I,1M)
READ(25,133)VECTOR(|,15)
READ(26,133)VECTOR(I,16)
READ(27,133)VECTOR(|,17)
READ(28,133)VECTOR(|,18)
READ(29,133)VECTOR(|,19)
READ(30,133)VECTOR(|,20)

11b CONTINUE
133 FORMAT(D20.12)
15 FORMAT(|6)

C
C WRITE THE LENGTH OF FILES
C

WR|TE(3,15)NNN
C
C CALCULATE THE CLUSTER MEAN FOR EACH COEFFICIENT
C

DO 10 I|=1,NNN
C
C INITIAL CLUSTER MEAN
C

CMEAN=0.0D+00
C

DO MO J=1,ITER
TEMP=0.0D+0O
DO 30 |=1,N
DIST=(VECTOR(|I,|)-CMEAN)

C
C DENSTIY FUNCTIONS (EXPONENTIAL OR GAUSSIAN)
C
C TEMP=TEMP+D|ST*DEXP(-DABS(DIST)/CBANO)/CBAND

TMP1=DEXP(—0.5D+00*(DIST/CBAND)**2)
TEMP=TEMP+D|ST*TMP1/((2.00+00*PI)**0.5*CBAND)

C
30 CONTINUE

C
C CALCULATE NEW CLUSTER MEAN
C

CMEAN=CMEAN+TEMP/FLOAT(N)
C WR|TE(*,*)CMEAN

H0 CONTINUE
20 FORMAT(D20.12)

C
C WRITE RESULTS '
C

WRITE(2,15)||
WRITE(2,20)CMEAN
WR|TE(3,20)CMEAN

C
C CALCULATE AVERAGE VALUE SAMPLE COEEFICIENTS
C

TEMP=0.0D+00
DO 50 |=1,N

50 TEMP=TEMP+VECTOR(Il,l)
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C TEMP=TEMP/FLOAT(N)
c WRITE AVERAGE VALUEc WR|TE(2,201TEMP21 FORMAT(1X, ')10 CONTINUEcc WRITE SAMPLE COEFFICIENTSC DO 1U |1=1,NNNWR|TE(1,15)|l

DO 13 1=1,N13 WR|TE(1,20)VECTOR(||,|)1M CONTINUEc STOP ~END *

_
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OAppendnx I. PLOT GENERATOR

**«*«*»#«««*«««»*«»**»#*»«*********»»****»*««*«*««»*»«**»*««
* PLOTTER PROGRAM *
* DEVISED BY KENNETH A. BECKER *
:

FEBRUARY 3, 198H *
*

* REVISED BY DAVID MCMILLAN *
I

FEBRUARY 10, 1986 *«
»**«*«*»««««*«**««*««***«**«n«**««**«*«**«*«**«»»*»«***«****

ENTER THE FILE TO BE PLOTTED
10 RUN 20
20 DIM YQ500) A
so FL1$='B:DATAO"
H0 GOTO B0
50 KEY OFF: CLS: SCREEN 0,0
60 LINE INPUT "FII6 to be graphed ? ",FL$
70 FL1$="B: "+pL$
80 open "R",#1,FLT$,6

LOAD DATA POINTS
90 CLS: PRINT " WORKING ... "100 YLABLE$=" VOICE SIGNAL"
110 FIELD#1,¤ AS TEMPS
120 GET #1,1

SCALE POINTS
1so scALe=vAL(7eMp$)/500:
IMO FOR I = 1 TO 500
150 GET #T,INT(I*SCALE-2)+2
160 Y(|)=VAL(TEMP$)
170 NEXT I
180 CLOSE #1

DEFINE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM X & Y VALUES
190 YMAX = u095
200 YMIN = 0
210 XMAX = 500
220 XMIN = 1
230 AY = T65! /(YMAX ··YM|N)

° I
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2MO AX = MBO! /(XMAX - XMIN)
250 BY =-165I * YMIN /(YMAX - YMIN)
260 BX =-MBO! * XMIN /(XMAX - XMIN)
270 KEY OFF
280 CLS
290 SCREEN 1,0
300 CLS

DRAW BOX .

310 REM draw box '
320 LINE (80,25) · (560,190),,8
330 GOSUB 590 ' put in tick marks
3M0 GOSUB 690 'put in labels
350 REM move to origin
360 DRAW "bm80,190"

PLOT DATA POINTS
370 REM put In the lines
380 FOR I = XMIN TO XMAX .
390 YP% = 190 — CINT(Y(I)* AY + BY)
M00 XPZ = 80 + CINT((I-1)*AX + BX)
ä10 LINE -(XP%,YP%)

20 NEXT I
M30 LINE INPUT V$
MM0 SCREEN 0,0

CHECK FOR ANOTHER PLOT

M50 |NPUT;"PLOT ANOTHER DATA FILE (Y/N)";CHK$
M60 IF CHK$="Y" GOTO 50 ELSE GOTO MBO
M70 END
M80 CLS: ON ERROR GOTO 580: FILES "B:DATAO"

RENAME INPUT FILES
M81 INPUT;"RENAME FIRST INPUT TO";NAMSaaa NAM1$="a:"+NAM$: NAME "B:DATAO" AS NAM1$
M85 CLS: FILES "B:DATA1": INPUT;"RENAME SECOND INPUT TO";NAM$» U90 NAM1$="B:"+NAM$: NAME "6;0ATA1“ AS NAM1$
500 CLS: FILES "B:DATA2":INPUT;"RENAME SECOND INPUT TO";NAM$510 NAM1$="B:"+NAM$: NAME "B:DATA2" AS NAM1$
520 CLS: FILES "B:DATA3": INPUT;"RENAME THIRD INPUT TO";NAM$560 NAM1$="B:"+NAM$: NAME "6;0ATA3" AS NAM1$
5uo cLs: FILES "a:0ATAu": INPUT;"RENAME TNIR0 INPUT T0";NAM$550 NAM1$="6:"+NAM$: NAME "B:DATAM" AS NAM1$
560 cts: FILES "B:DATA5": INPUT;"RENAME THIRD INPUT TO";NAM$570 NAM1$="B:"+NAM$: NAME "B:DATA5" AS NAM1$
580 SYSTEM

DRAW LABELS
590 REM subroutine tlcks
600 DRAW "bm60,190 nus nd6"
610 FOR J = 1 TO 10
620 0RAw "brM8 nu3 nd3"
630 NEXT Jguo ERAW "bm80,190 nr; nI3"

50 OR J = 1 TO 5
660 DRAw "bU33 nl3 nr3"
670 NEXT J
680 RETURN
690 REM subroutine labels
700 REM Y axis labels
710 YSTEP = (YMAX - YM|N)/ 5!
720 FOR J = O TO 5
730 LOCATE 22 - CINT(CSNG(J)*3.75),1
7MO PRINT USING"####°;C|NT(YMIN+CSNG(J)*YSTEP)
750 NEXT J
760 REM X axis labels I
770 XSTEP = (XMAX - XMIN)/ 10I I
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780 FOR J = O TO 10
790 LOCATE 23,(9 + J * 6)
800 PRINT USING"####";CINT(XMIN+CSNG(J)*XSTEP)
810 NEXT J
820 LOCATE 1,1 : PRINT

“
",YLABLE$

830 RETURN

I
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